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INTRODUCTION
Extract from the Biennial Report of Orville T. Bright. County Superintendent of

Cook County, Ills., for the Years 1892 3 and 1893-4.

It is certainly true that the efficiency of the Cook Countv Nor-

mal School is greater now than at any time before in its history,

and this should be the case of course. The attacks which have

been made upon this school during the last three or four years,

have made it more talked about and more the subject of investiga-

tion through visitation on the part of the teachers of the country,

than any other school iu the United States. There are now, and very

likely there always will be, opinions diametrically opposed in regard

to this school. But it is safe to say that among educated men and

women, whether teachers or not, it gains friends every year of its

existence. I believe that the friends and supporters of the school

are more than doubled every year, and this because, through study

of the subject, people are led to appreciate what the school stands

for. During the last summer, in the columns of one of the city

papers, a most virulent attack was made, or renewed I might say,

by one of the members of the Cook County Board of Education,

charging not only inefficiency in the conduct of the school and the

training of teachers, but gross dishonesty in the administration of

its affairs, especially those connected with the Students' Hall, the

boarding house of the Normal School.

So far as the latter charge is concerned, I wish to say that the

accounts of Students' Hall and the vouchers to prove the accounts

to be correct, are and always have been open to the inspection of

members of the Board of County Commissioners or of the County
Board of Education. Both have been asked repeatedly to carefully

inspect the accounts. Within a year and a half Mr. Charles S.

Thornton and Dr. S. D. Walden spent two days comparing the

books kept at Students' Hall, with vouchers, and in carefully

inspecting the management of the institution. At the time, they

reported to the matron in charge that they found everything in

commendable order and that the books, so far as they could judge,

were correct. I have personally many times inspected the books

and the management of Students' Hall, and have no hesitation in

pronouncing any charges as to mismanagement of that institution,

during my term of office, to be absolutely untrue. The accounts



and vouchers have been thoroughly examined for the months of

September, October and November of this year. by a committee

composed of Dr. S. D. Walden, Mr. Nelson A. Cool and Mr.

Henry Biroth. They report everything connected with Students 1

Hall to be in very gratifying condition, and the books to be cor-

rectly kept, every item appearing in excellent form. Any state

menta that the principal of the school or the matron in charge has

in any way benefitted pecuniarily or selfishly from the manage-

ment, either of the Normal School itself or of Students' Hall, are

not only untrue, but they are maliciously so. Not only this, but

Col. Parker has every year spent hundreds of dollars of his own
mono}- for the benefit of the school, in the purchase of books,

apparatus, and in the fitting up of the manual training room. In

this respect he has been generous to a fault and it is but just that

the members of the Board of County Commissioners and the peo-

ple of Cook Count}' should know the truth in this respect.

So far as the first statement is concerned, as to the inefficiency

of the Cook County Normal School in the training of teachers, 1

wish to report as follows: In the month of February, 1894, at a

regular meeting held by the Cook County Board of Education,

Mr. D. R. Cameron, then a member of the Board, offered the

following resolution:

"Revolved, That for the purpose of making a thorough test of

the efficiency of the Cook County Normal School, and its value to

the people of the county, the Committee upon Teachers be
instructed to meet the Committee upon Education of the Board of

Commissioners, and request that Committee to join with the Com-
mittee upon Teachers of the Board of Education, in the selection

of a competent body of Educational Experts, who shall inspect

and examine the school; and, after such inspection and examina-
tion, make a report to the Board of Commissioners and the Board
of Education."

In accordance with the direction of the Board, the Secretary.

accompanied by the Teachers' Committee, presented the resolution

to the Board of Cook County Commissioners and asked their

co-operation. They did not see fit to give it and the whole matter

was laid on the table. The Cook County Board of Education then

proceeded in the matter independently, and letters were addressed

to several prominent educators of the United States, asking them

to visit the school and report to the Board of Education their

views in regard to it, as furnishing proper training for teachers.

It being the last part of the school year, the Board found it



difficult to secure a visit from all of those wished, but the invitation

was accepted by United States Commissioner of Education, Wm.
T. Harris; Dr. G. Stanley Hall, President of Clark University,

Worcester, Mass.; and Superintendent Andrew S. Draper, of

Cleveland, O., now President of the State University of Illinois.

Under date of April 23, 1894, Superintendent Draper writes as

follows:

CITY OF CLEVELAND,
Office of Superintendent of Instruction,

190 Euclid Avenue.

Andrew S. Draper,

Superintendent.

April 23d, 1894.

To the Board of Education, Cook County, III.

Some time since I received official notice of your action requesting me to

"visit the Cook County Normal School and present a written communication

to the Board as your (my) impressions of the School.

"First, as to the subject matter presented to the children in the practice

school.

"Second, as to the efficiency of the teaching of the same.

"Third, as to the training of students who are preparing to teach."

For purpose of complying with your request, I visited the institution on

Friday, April 13th, and spent the entire day in as close and general an

examination of the work of the schools as was practicable in that time, and

have the honor to submit, in the order suggested by your communication,

the following statement of my impressions resulting from such examination.

First, as to the subject matter taught the children in the practice depart-

ment. The course of study in the practice department of the school is well

known to all who are familiar with the educational work of the country, and I

iound that it was being practically carried out. It is unnecessary to discuss it

at length. Every line of the program is marked by a wide departure from the

conventional work of the old schools. Literature, nature studies leading to the

physical sciences, and manual dexterity are very much emphasized. The exact

sciences are by no means ignored, but they are not held to be of first import,

ance or essential to the discipline of the mind. The trend of the course is in

the direction of real life, of intellectual versatility and general culture, rather

than of mathematical niceties. Perhaps this is so to a greater extent than is

advisable. That is a matter of opinion, and there will always be a wide diver-

gence of opinions concerning it. Yet there can be no doubt about the general

trend of educational opinion in the country being in accord with the general

program of work in this school. Indeed, the opinion in the country has been

influenced undoubtedly by the work of this school. The extent to which

the work ot this school accentuates the branches of work to which it

is most devoted, will be found in but few other schools in the country, and

it is doubtful if the general work of the country will ever go as far in that

direction as this school goes. Yet the school is, in my judgment, on correct

lines of work. lam confident that the branches taught the children in the

practice school are well selected, well co-ordinated, and as generally



advantageous to the children as any program of elementary school work ol

which I am advised.

Second, as to the efficiency of the teaching in the practice department

The work of the school exemplifies the course of study with apparent fidelity.

At the opening exercises each morning it is customary, after the reading oi

selections and remarks by the teacher in charge, to freely talk of some subject

which has been announced at the beginning of the month. On the day of my
visit the subject was " trees," which were budding at the time. Children of all

ages arose consecutively and told things they had observed about trees, or

repeated selections from literature bearing upon the subject. There was appar-

ent freedom and spontaneity and the exercise was both interesting and profita-

able. The singing was full of spirit and the school showed energy and con-

tentment.

The practice school seems to be divided into eight grades, but grades next

to each other are associated in the same room. In the lowest grades at the

time of my visit, the children were laying out an imaginary garden in rectangu-

lar forms. They made pictures of it on the blackboard and wrote the names
ol flowers and cereals which could be planted in it. Not being as full of

thought upon the subject as seemed desirable, the teacher had all go to their

seats and engaged them in conversation upon the subject, after which they

went to the board and did better. In the next room I found the children cut-

ting, folding and pasting paper in geometrical forms. Subsequently they

engaged with the teacher in a free talk about the characteristics of the different

peoples of the earth. Children of the second grade read Hiawatha and talked

about the poem. They mentioned traits of Indian Hie and made pictures of

Indian scenes on the blackboard. They moulded twigs of trees in clay. In

the next room, the subject at the time of my visit was ''the Sea," and the talk

related to all phases of the subject. The children told what they knew and
attempted, very successfully, to make pictures of light-houses, etc., on the

board. The teacher drew their knowledge from them, supplemented it with her

own, and guided and directed and stimulated their minds. They looked up arti-

cles relating to the sea to read, and read them off-hand with considerable feeling

and expression. There were live fishes in the room, which lent added interest

to the subject. In the next room the subject was "water-sheds,"' and it was
treated in a similar way. While I was in this room, relaxation was afforded

through physical movements at the word of command of one of the little girls.

The exercise was well performed. In the next room the subject was "the soil."

The constituent elements and the proportions of each were discussed. Quan-
tities were here involved and arithmetical computations resulted. This was
undoubtedly true in other ways in other rooms, but this was the first in which
I observed it. In this room the children were writing with ink and doing very

well. In a room of the 5th and 6th grades, the subject at the time of my visit

was "the atmosphere," and the treatment was of the same character as in the

grades below, except that it became more elaborate with increased years of the

pupils. This will suffice for all the grades of the practice department.
The topics discussed were related to real life and had much interest for the

pupils. Geography was necessarily and continually involved. The correct use
of language received incidental but frequent and sharp attention. The thing

most aimed at was fullness of thought and freedom of expression in the belief

that incidental matters would necessarily follow, and the thing aimed at seemed
to be secured in unusual measure.
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I observed the kindergarten work, the different phases of manual training

and an exercise of the entire school in physical culture, in which the teachers,

pupil-teachers and pupils occupied alternate positions, and which was conducted
by the general teacher of physical culture, with much satisfaction.

The moral and social tone of the school seemed to be excellent. There
was very little of the conventional in the way of organization and discipline.

Children seemed free from any unnecessary restraint. They communicated
with each other and occasionally moved about without asking permission, yet

they seemed disposed to do right, and ready to conform cheerfully to the neces-

sary requirements of school life. When there was some confusion, a word
from the teacher was sufficient to arrest it. They were manifestly on pleasant

relations with their teachers. The extent and almost entire uniformity of

interest in the work which was manifested by the pupils are gratifying. Teach-

ers and pupils seemed to work together for a common end, in which all were
interested. Spontaneity and originality were encouraged, and there was much
physical and intellectual life in the school, yet it seemed to be controlled and
directed, so far as was necessary, through appeals to the nobler^impulses and
emotions, and without much show of force.

Through some periods of the day, the practice schools were in charge of

the training-teachers of the Normal School faculty, and at others in charge of

pupil-teachers, under the observation of the training-teachers. It is impracti-

cable and unnecessary to say much here about the question as to|whether the

frequent changes of teachers which is thus necessarily involved, is advantageous

or otherwise to the children in the practice schools. That depends upon the

quality of trie work in the Normal School proper. If the requirements for

admission to the Normal are sufficiently exacting, if the faculty is strong, if the

supervision is close, there are unquestionably certain advantagesjto be derived

from the system over the work which is likely to be done by the average teacher

in the ordinary school.

In my opinion, the members of the faculty of your Normal School are

generally, and in many instances unusually, competent and devoted to their

work, the public-teachers' average of higher grade, and have had more experi-

ence than is generally the case in the normal schools of the country, the super-

vision seems to be close and critical, and the teaching in the practice department

is performed with a marked degree of efficiency.

Third, as to the training of the students who are preparing to teach. The
members of the Normal School faculty were evidently persons of culture and
possessed of a large measure of pedagogical training. They were of middle

life or below it, apparently very enthusiastic in their work, and thorough

believers in the theories of the school- The students in the Normal

department seemed, in general, more mature than is usual in such

schools. A considerable number of young men and women who had

probably never taught, were present, but it was quite clear that many per-

sons of experience as teachers had dropped their work and gone to the school

for special preparation. Upon inquiry, I was told that such was the fact, and

also that many had come from long distances for that purpose. All the work

of the student seemed to be marked by a good degree of intelligence and a

very unusual degree of earnestness. I was present through the recitation of

one of the Principal's classes in psychology and also at the general meeting of

the Normal students, at the noon hour when the children in the practice-schools

had gone to lunch, for the consideration of the morning's experiences in the
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practice-schools, or of any pedagogical question which might be presented by
any member, which meeting was also conducted by Col. Parker. Both of these

exercises were full of interest. The class in psychology showed that some of

members at least were doing strong and deep thinking. All manifested great

interest in the discussion. The pedagogical class was a free-for-all experience

meeting marked by much life, and generally enjoyed.

I have no doubt of the efficiency of the Normal department of the institu-

tion. This much I am able to say as the result of general impressions. If

disposed to particularize at all in this connection, I should say that the strong

points of this department are the completeness with which the habit of original

inquiry, of going to the bottom of things, is aroused, and the extent to which
love for and enthusiasm in a teacher's work is intensified. These points are

surely secured to an unusual degree, and they are the leading elements in a
teacher's equipment.

CONCLUSION.

I would not have it supposed that I have attempted to cover, in this state-

ment, all of the work of this school. I have simply endeavored to state facts

which were presented to my mind, and thoughts which were aroused by a day's
visit. It was not possible for me to see all of the work of the school, but what
I saw was not selected for me, and I have no doubt it is typical of all of the
work of the institution. If so, then the whole institution is characterized by
good cheer, warmth, freedom, energy and earnestness. It is operating on
sound pedagogical principles, as I understand them. If there is any criticism

to be placed upon its work, it relates back to the preparation of the course of
study. The course of study as formulated, is admirably carried out in my
judgment. If the circumstances were different, it might be advisable to give
the exact sciences more prominence, relatively, in the course of study. But,

taking into account the unusual characteristics of the students in the Normal
department and the apparent circumstances of the pupils in the practice

schools. I am far from sure that even that would be advisable.

An educational institution is about what the principal makes it. The Cook
County Normal School is the exemplification of the views and theories of the
distinguished principal. Under his management it has gained celebrity in the
country No one is expected to believe all that he believes. Not all would be
able to go so far as he goes in his particular lines of work. Probably it is not
desirable that they should attempt to do so. But the fact remains, and it will

hardly be called in question by any one at all familiar with the educational
work of the country, that he has broken out roads along which the multitude is

following. His conceptions of good school-work, of what ought to be taught,
of methods of managing pupils, of securing their interested attention and
arousing their self-activity, have exerted a decided influence upon and given a
decided impetus to, the educational work of the country, for which he will ever
be gratefully remembered. To do all this it has been necessary to be very
earnest and intense. I am confident that his special views concerning a course
of study and the intensity with which he carries them out, are of no disadvant-
age to the pupils in the practice department which is not more than compen-
sated in other ways. And I am sure that those views and that earnestness are
of decided advantage to the students who are in training for teachers, and to
the general educational work of America. I am. gentlemen,

Very sincerely yours,

(Signed) Andrew S. Draper.
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Under date of May 21st, 1894, Dr. G. Stanley Hall writes as

follows:

The American Journal of Psychology.
Editor's Office.

Clark University, Worcester, Mass., May 21, 1894.

My Dear Mr. Bright:

I spent the entire day, Friday, May 18th, 1894, in Col. Parker's school and
with him and his teachers, as I have done before. We visited nearly, if not

quite every room, and I came away with a large bundle of papers, pamphlets

and books, showing the work of both instructors and pupils, which I have been

diligently reading since. Of course, I ought, as I should like so much to do,

were I not tied to my own work, to spend a week or two there in the study of

details, but one who is used to visiting schools can catch the main features in a

rapid way from even a brief visit.

I come away with a yet higher impression of the value and the soundness of

this work. The improvement since my visit of two years ago is most marked
in the upper primary grades, where perhaps it was most needed. The points

that strike me are the harmony of work and spirit among the instructors; the

co-operative feeling which permits no waste in jangles; and the great efficiency

of all, and especially three or four of the instructors which I wish it were not

invidious to name.

Best of all is the great conception that nature and man are the two chief

objects of study, and that the intrinsic interests that center about these should

subordinate reading, writing, and parts of arithmetic. Such subordination of

form to substance as is now really carried out there is exactly the opposite of

the two prevalent tendencies to bring form and pedantic details to the front,

and let substance drift into the background. The admirable treatment of myth

to warm the heart toward nature; the copious use of natural objects and the

garden; the amazing readiness of the children to write, draw, and even sing

alone, without self-consciousness; the general unity of subjects which allow con-

centration full scope; and the sympathetic insight into child-life,— all these fea-

tures make a most striking ensemble, and as beneficent as it is striking. The
amazing influence that this school, as a whole, and its principal and teachers

individually have had on lower grades of instruction in this country, has been

surprisingly wide as well as deep. To weaken that influence now when it seems

just attaining the full, but— as everything good in education must be—slow

maturity of its usefulness, would be a national calamity.

I have read with care the criticisms and examination papers in criticism of

the school, and have received various publications attacking it. I think they

must impress an impartial mind as due not so much to the natural criticisms of

extreme conservatism or to personal spite as to some entirely extraneous, alien,

and perhaps material interest. I know nothing of the matter whatever, but

think I feel as the astronomers who find perturbations not entirely accounted

for by any known or obvious cause.

I have one or two minor criticisms. First, I think physiology entirely con-

demns the extreme side attitude while the tip of the seat and the incessant

writing make it all the worse. My second criticism is rather a desideratum and

may have a personal element. I think if Col. Parker would look into the

results of the new psychology and of the technical methods of child study he

would find unexpected resources of strength in his own directions, and also

more effective modes of expressing his own admirable ideas.

I am, very truly yours, G. Stanley Hall.
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Ami under date of September 1st, 1MM, U. S. Commissioner

Win. T. Harris responds as follows:

Dapartment of the Interior,

bureau of education.
Washington, D. C, Sept. i, 1894.

Col. F. W. Parker, Cook County Normal School, Englewood, III.:

Mv Dear Col. Parker— I have tried in vain since my visit in Chicago last

March to write up my notes regarding your school as I promised. A host of

things important to do have been of necessity laid aside for lack of strength to

do them. But to-day I received from you a copy of the Chicago Evening Post,

dated August 29th, and addressed in your handwriting. I turn at once to the

article which speaks of the new members of the County Board of Education

and of the proposition to make a change in the principalship of the Cook
County Normal School. In my opinion your career in that school has been a

very noteworthy one. I think that you have done a great work for the cause of

education. Your influence has tended towards the invention of devices which

interest children in their studies, and in the work of the school, and thereby

decrease the amount of external pressure hitherto found necessary to secure

work from these pupils. Such instrumentalities as the rod, the harsh word,

the browbeating demeanor of the teacher necessary to secure earnestness on

the part of the pupil, have given place to this new idea of education, the idea

of interesting the pupil himself. This new idea dates from Pestalozzi. But I

think that you deserve a high place in the list of pedagogical reformers. Your
book, "Talks on Teaching," contains, in my opinion, more helpful ideas for

interesting the pupil in his studies and helping him to clear ideas than any

other book of pedagogy ever published.

You know, of course, that I have always disagreed with you in regard to

many things —matters of detail and matters of theory. But I think that any

Normal School that secures you for principal has a great piece of good fortune,

and I think that the County Board of Cook County will appreciate this very

good fortune and retain you as long as you are willing to stay. I think that a

man so eminent as you are, and so efficient in pushing new methods that are

unquestionably reforms on the old methods, should be retained in position and
your salary increased, notwithstanding there are many things in your theory

and in your practice which are not approved by others. All strong men keep
their positions because of their strength in some great lines of policy. All

strong men have points which others disapprove. Happy is the Normal School

that has a great educational leader like yourself at the head of it. I saw very

many highly meritorious features in your model school when I visited it last

March. Nine-tenths of the work was highly admirable according to my stand-

point.

You are at liberty to show this letter to any person or persons, or to publish

the same in case it is desirable. • Of course I do not suppose for a moment that

the County Board of Cook County wish to consider my name for a place in your
Normal School, and it is therefore impertinent for me to say that I do not seek
a place in any Normal School, and would not accept any place were it

offered me.

I shall write you soon concerning your new book, "Talks on Pedagogics,"

which has come to my book table.

Very sincerely yours,

[Signed.] W. T. Harris, Commissioner.
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The moderation of these three communications, I think, will

strike every fair-minded reader, and nobody can be left in doubt
as to the confidence felt in the work done by Col. Parker in the

Cook County Normal School, as a means for the education of

teachers.

When a case is on trial, there are two things which have to be
considered—First, the evidence given ; second, the credibility of

the witnesses. The case is the Cook County Normal School. The
plaintiff in this case is Charles S. Thornton, a Chicago attorney,

with no experience whatever in school work. The three witnesses

quoted above in the defense of the school and of the work of Col.

Parker, are all engaged in active educational work now, and have
been from fifteen to forty years each. Their reputation is as high

as that of any three men in the United States, and it is not con-

fined to the United States by any means. Dr. Harris was, for

many years, in charge of a grammar school in St. Louis ; for

many years following he was superintendent of the St. Louis

schools, and for the last six years he has been United States Com-
missioner of Education. His position places him at the head of

the public schools of the United States, and his great ability, learn-

ing and experience eminently qualify him for the position. Dr.

G. Stanley Hall has attained a reputation in the field of "Child

Study" second to that of no living man. He is president of the

important university of technology at Worcester, Mass., and was

formerly a professor in Harvard University. President Andrew
S. Draper was an eminent attorney who became state superintend-

ent of the State of New York, which position he filled with

distinguished success. He afterwards became superintendent

of the city schools of Cleveland, administering tbem with

marked ability, and this fall he has been inaugurated as President

of the University of the State of Illinois. He has already given

that institution a vigor and life which it has never known before.

These are the witnesses, gentlemen. You may draw your own
conclusions from their evidence. And to their testimony might be

added that of scores of other eminent educational men in the United

States, whose opinions of the Cook County Normal School are

formed from personal observation.



SIXTH BIENNIAL REPORT

Cook County Normal School,

Gentlemen of the Cook County Board of Education:

Id compliance with your request, I have the honor to submit

my Sixth Biennial Report of the Cook County Normal School.

In former reports I have endeavored to present to you the

general plan of the school, the Course of Study, and all that

pertains to its external movements; in the present instance I shall

attempt a description of the inner work of the school, and some

of the more important results which have been the outgrowth of a

plan steadfastly adhered to through twelve years.

Normal Schools were established upon the belief that there is a

Science of Education, and, consequently, an Art of Teaching. This

Science of Education, like all other sciences, except mathematics,

is still in process of development, and in common with the majority

of the natural sciences, has been well nigh revolutionized within

a few years. A new psychology has been evolved from the old

psychology; premises upon which almost universally accepted

methods were founded, have been swept away, and more rational

and sensible ones have taken their places. A broader psychology

emphasizes the fact that the whole boy goes to school, brain, heart,

and muscle; that all are needed by each one; that neither can be

educated separatel}'.

The common school system of the United States, the system that

proposes to educate every child in the Nation at public expense, is,

comparatively, in its infancy. Great purposes bring great

thoughts, and it is safe to affirm that after fifty years' experience

in" the establishment and promotion of the common school, the

thought of many intelligent people and of all educated and trained

teachers is turned to the problem of the Science and Art of Educa-

tion. The Science and Art of Education are limited only by the

possibilities of human growth. In a democratic scheme of govern-

ment, it is plain to see why our teachers in the past have not com-

prehended that there is, or should be, a Science of Education ; for
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the growth of our common system of schools is directly dependent
upon the intelligence of the average citizen. Primary and second-

ary education has been further hampered by the fact that uutil

within recent years, American universities and colleges have not

practically acknowledged the Art of Teaching; indeed, even now,
it has not fully come to its own, but occupies a somewhat debatable

place in the majority of college and university curriculums. The
more progressive have recognized this fundamental truth by the

establishment of Chairs of Pedagogics. All honor to the Univer-

sity of Chicago that has thus early in its history founded a Depart-

ment of Education under the leadership of Dr. John Dewey !

The common school was born of the people; it is the purest

democratic growth of any institution extant. The pedantry of the

past has infected the people, and the result is that the greatest

obstacle to progress in education is the indifference they manifest

in regard to the possibilities of work in the school room. This is

shown clearly by recent discussions of methods and means of

education; discussions from which the opinions of all the educators

and experts of this country and Europe were carefully excluded.

The average lawyer or business man would retire in disgust if

asked to join in consultation over a severe case of diphtheria,

and diphtheria is always with us ! We may even have had it our-

selves and survived it.

The Cook County Normal School was established in 1868, and

has had a severe struggle for existence. It is not alone in this.

All Normal Schools have had to make their way with exceeding

slowness into the hearts of the people. Weighted with the

ignorance, presumption, conceit and pedantry of the past; with

few helping hands reaching down from scholastic heights; bowed
beneath the burden of material progress in this great Metropolis of

Chicago, education is, at present, far in the rear, as witnessed by

the prevailing idea of what children should be taught in the schools

and of what education really is.

Prof. D. S. Wentworth, my honored predecessor, gave his valu-

able life to the founding and maintenance of a Normal School in

Cook County. He had to overcome distrust, apathy and indiffer-

ence. Commercial institutions bring to the people direct financial

results; that which fosters the higher spiritual growth needs

weights and measures more delicate than those which determine

the value of gold or silver, and education is the Cinderella of

progress. As a rule, the best comes last.
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Democratic growth bus its horrors, and among them, as a ptin -

cipal factor, is found the low estimate of educational means, and

the delusion that subjects of study need only to be legislated into

the schools in order to become a part of the life of children. From
this delusion has sprung much of recent discussion. The only means

on earth by which educational subjects can become of educational

value to our children, and form an essential factor in character

building, is through the educated, trained, sympathetic, devoted

teacher. Tested by the same system of merit by which all other

practical matters and businesses in this world are governed, three-

fourths, at least, of the teaching force of this country would be

eliminated from the schools. Our schools, for the greater part,

are in the hands of inexpert, untrained, uneducated teachers; the

blame for which state of affairs does not rest upon the teachers,

but upon the people who employ them. The introduction of new
studies, subjects that have been foisted upon them during the last

few years, has resulted simply in overburdening the teachers and

mystifying the pupils. As a rule, the fewer studies an inexpert

teacher has, the better. The "Three It's," with a smattering of

geography and a sprinkling of history, are quite sufficient for an

untrained novice, or a teacher whom experience does not teach.

The fundamental problem towards which the educational thought

of America is now gravitating is one which other countries,

—

notably Germany and France—have already solved; it is the

problem of the educated and trained teacher. The reason why
movement in this direction has been slow is evident. The selec-

tion and election of teachers in large cities is almost entirely with-

out any Civil Service method. True merit is not demanded, and

therefore it is not forthcoming. Our schools have been made,

under existing political systems, an asylum and a refuge for the

uneducated and the untrained. The argument for trained teachers

is incontrovertible; the practice is the antipodes of the argument.

The people spend millions for schools; but it is a matter of general

indifference whether the return for money expended shall be one

per cent, or a thousand. Here at least the "Almighty Dollar"

does not enter into the count. We have a very costly system of

supervision, but that system of supervision consists principally in

suppression; instead of granting the liberty whereby teachers may
become free, they are "cabined, cribbed, confined." There is a

goodl}- per cent, of teachers, who, if they were given the proper

help under expert supervision, and left unhampered by formal
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examinations and unreasonable limitations, would more than treble

their efficiency.

Mr. Wentworth received his inspiration from the movement in

Massachusetts under the leadership of Horace Mann. Like Horace

Mann, he saw that there could be little or no progress in the

common schools without training schools, and used all his influence

for the establishment of the Cook County Normal School. He had

to overcome the apathy of the people in regard to the imperative

necessity for artist teachers; the situation was further compli-

cated by political and business agencies which had to do with the

establishment of the school in Englewood, agencies which are still

active to the detriment of the best interests of the school.

THE EDUCATIONAL MOVEMENT IN THE SCHOOL FROM JAN. 1, 1883.

One movement probably stands above all others, and that is the

introduction of the study of the elementary sciences into the

school, and the training of teachers to carry this work into pri-

mary and grammar grades. Parents and citizens have had an

opportunity, of late, to study opinions only upon one side of this

great question. It may be well to give them the authorities in

favor of the study of the elementary sciences, or, as it is at present

called under Mr. Jackman's able leadership, "Nature Study." It

will not be necessary to give all the authorities or to trace the

growth of this movement from the beginning. Pestalozzi, the

best known of educational reformers, in his struggle to overcome

the terrible inertia resulting from the teaching of dead forms, went

straight to nature as the best means of stimulating children's minds.

He was not the first, but among the first, who used systematically

natural objects in the teaching of all subjects. In a degree

he understood what Shakespere meant by "Sermons in stones,

books in running brooks, and good in everything." His motto

was, "Education is the generation of power," and he sought for

the source of that power in the manifestations of eternal wisdom

in nature. The work of Pestalozzi permeated the schools of

Germany, and is now making its way slowly in all the schools of

the world. Nature study has been the corner-stone of primary

education in Germany for more than fifty years, fulfilling the

prophesy of Fichte, who said, "I await the regeneration of Ger-

many from the methods of Pestalozzi." Froebel, in the very

name of "Kindergarten," emphasizes in the strongest way the

value of nature as the fundamental means of education. Rousseau,
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before the time of Pestalozzi, had strongly urged the teaching of

nature, especially the true teaching of geography. Paul Bert, the

eminent statesman and scientist, promoted the teaching of the

elementary sciences in all the schools of France ; his text-books

upon elementary science are well known in America. The ped-

agogical literature of England is filled with directions for object

teaching or science study. Every scientist with humane tenden-

cies, from Bacon down, has urged the teaching of the sciences in

the schools. Huxley, Spencer and Helmholtz have, in their

pedagogical works, advocated the fundamental principles of teach-

ing science in the primary schools, and presented methods for such

teaching.

There is not a Normal School in the world which does not

endorse the teaching of science. In America, the Oswego Normal

School is the pioneer in this direction. In short, it can he said

without the slightest fear of contradiction, that every eminent

educator of to-day, in all civilized countries, helieves firmly in

nature study from the kindergarten to the university.

If science study could have been introduced under its true

colors, there would have been no opposition on the part of the

people. But the science teaching of the past had left a residium

of disgust that was hard to overcome. Notwithstanding the uni-

versal and decided concensus of opinion on the part of all educa-

tional authorities in favor of the introduction of elementary

sciences into primary and grammar schools, it has been met by

the usual opposition on the part of those who have not taken the

pains to investigate. Indeed, the opposition has been nearly as

strong to this innovation as it was to Webster's Blue Back Spelling

Book in 1787. Humanity is not always read}' to receive the good

which is offered it, and much of opposition is negative rather

than positive. A community holds only here and there a mind in

which the seed of new truth germinates. The accepted truth of

to-day is ever the despised and rejected truth of yesterday. Honest

conservatism has all unwittingly worked hand in hand with venial-

ity to blind people to the fact that science study in reality means

the enhancement of common sense, the simple putting of reason

into the common every-day work of the world.

It will be readily granted, that in the schools of the past, that

which touches us closest, the earth we walk on, the air we breathe,

the water we drink, the clothes we wear, all that exerts potent

influence upon life and general well-being, sanitation, lrvgiene,
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cooking, comfort and progress, had little or no place. Science

study means bringing the children in closer contact with their

environment ; it means putting common sense into their actions
;

it means that the housewife shall put a little chemistry into the

very important art of cooking ; it means that heads of homes
shall understand sanitation, hygiene and that which pertains to

health and comfort in the home, that which shall make it a more
wholesome place in which to live and rear children ; it means the

better health and comfort of the community at large and the ban-

ishment of many superstitions that have led to plague, sickness

and death. Surely these things are of practical value, and by no
means detrimental to the bread and butter side of the question so

strenuously insisted upon as the end and aim of primary educa-

tion. It means that the farmer shall know more of the products

of the soil and the soil itself, and how to apply a little chemistry

in this direction also ; that he shall know more of the nature

of trees and plants, of insects which destroy crops and those

which protect them. It means that the boy who goes into manu-
facturing shall have a trained insight into the work of machinery,

shall grasp and adapt himself readily to new and varying condi-

tions. It means an intense interest and appreciation of ever-

changing phenomena; it means a cultivated taste and a power of

adjustment to environment. It means that children shall come in

touch with the spirit of the age in which they live, and into true

communion with God as manifested in His universe.

Discoveries in science, made by a score of men, have revolu-

tionized the civilized world of to-day. The child is living in this

great current of progress, and it stands to reason that he should

move with it, understand it, feel it, know it, be at one with it.

History indicates the direction of human progress; science provides

the way. Science brings to the door of the school-room the

most fruitful and richest products of the world's experience. Its

introduction means that the common schools and the common
people shall have the best that the world affords; that knowledge
of science shall not be confined to the few who work their way
through the university, but that all children shall have an appre-

ciative knowledge of and a great love for the study of nature and
its marvelous works. These are the practical reasons why
children should study nature. If through this study home can be

made happy and health preserved; if through it the vote of each

citizen shall have some intrinsic value when he puts it into the
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ballot box to decide questions of sewage, drainage and all that

pertains to the life and growth of a community, then it is in the

highest degree commendable and not to be banished at the nod <>t'

asinine authority.

Another thing education in common schools should accomplish

— it should point to and prepare the individual for the vocation to

which he is best adapted; for the more all-sided the growth, the

betterthe chance of making one's way in the world. A tew trades

and professions are now greatly overcrowded, while the world

waits for competent engineers, skillful farmers, expert mechanics
and trained manufacturers.

RELATION OF SCIENCE TO READING AND WRITING.

The arguments in favor of nature study by well known authori-

ties would till a volume, but there is one, and of unquestionable

practical value, which every intelligent person must recognize.

Pestalozzi found that through nature stud}-, the common branches,

i. e., the "Three li's,'' could be more thoroughly and quickly

taught than through the old grind of isolated and disconnected

letters, words, facts, and definitions. The great obstacle to progress

in the schools has been mere formal stud}7 without the impulse of

intrinsic thought. It is the universal testimony that wherever

nature studies have been introduced, the children learn to read,

write and cipher with greater ease, and greater accuracy. If nature

studies had no other value than this, it is reason enough for their

maintenance.

It is asserted that children leave school in great numbers at the

end of the third year, and therefore have not time for anything

but the so-called rudiments, the tools without which the best

which life has to offer cannot be attained; but it can with greater

force be argued, and with truth, that the reason children leave school

is because they dislike the school. This dislike is well founded.

They must have that which enters immediately into their lives and

which they can assimilate. You cannot make the human mind fall

in love with dead formal study. What of the thousands of children

who would stay through the grammar grades, high school, and

enter the universities, if the work in the lower grades were more

reasonable ? Isn't it about time that the child's nature and needs

enter as a factor into the discussion '. It is borne out by all expe-

rience that when children have a living impulse of investigation,

experiment and research in the realm of nature, the reading, writ-
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necessity, and the outworking is far more profitable than when

the teaching is confined to the acquisition of dead forms and empty

symbols. Insistence upon this mind disintegrating drudgery

stultifies the soul of the child, drives him from school at a most

dangerous age, and imperils his whole future.

But it must be constantly borne in mind that the foisting upon

the schools of studies, no matter how strong the argument is

concerning their intrinsic value, has been, and always will be, a

failure, without the educated, trained, and competent teacher. It

is only in comparatively recent times that our teachers have had

an opportunity to really study science. The nominal study of sci-

ence, natural philosophy, chemistry, and the like, in our high

schools, brought little knowledge and still less love for these sci-

ences. Therefore, many untrained and partially educated teach-

ers look upon these subjects with such repugnance that it is

extremely difficult for them to understand their real merits.

Teachers of dead forms have their ruts already made, their routine

established, and they do not wish to turn out of their fixed tracks

for other and untried ways. The introduction of new and valuable

material that is to bring beauty and truth to the child, means wake-

fulness and alertness where have been unperplexed repose. A
superficial skimming of these subjects will not suffice. Trained

supervisors who understand the subjects to be taught can do much

to arouse in the minds of teachers a great sympathy and belief in

nature study and consequent skill in teaching, but it is up-hill work;

the large majority of our teachers have little or no education in

science, and little or no desire to learn. The pre-eminent value of

any one subject of study is one thing, the teaching of that subject

is quite another. I submit this brief discussion in order to show

clearly that before science studies can be used as potent means

of education, the trained teacher is an imperative necessity.

Convinced of the feasibility of this broadening of the curriculum

of primary education, at the beginning of my administration,

under your direction, I sought for a teacher who was working

along these lines : It is needless to say that to find competent

teachers at the present time in this direction is an exceedingly

difficult thing. Prof. H. H. Straight was elected—a teacher in

the famous Oswego Normal School, and a pupil of Agassiz,

who probably did more than any other one man for the intro

duction of nature study into the schools of America. Prof.
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Straight was assisted by his accomplished wife, who was also

trained ill the knowledge and methods of science. No explana-

tion is necessary to you who are so well acquainted with the diffi-

culties and obstructions in the way, when I say that our move-

ment in the direction of natural science at first was slow indeed.

It was a field of experiment. A Normal School should not have

for its aim, alone, the preparation of teachers to do the work
already done in schools, but should be, as J. M. Greenwood,

Superintendent of Schools in Kansas City, wisely says, "an edu-

cational experimental station," a pioneer in new and better work.

The first attempts were tentatively successful, but still the}' were

not in the highest degree satisfactory. There was a failure to

relate practically the science studies with the other studies, although

Prof. Straight held the ideal of concentration firmly in theory.

After the death of Prof. Straight, his wife took up the work, and

carried it on successfully to the time of her resignation to accept

a position in the Imperial Normal School at Tokio, Japan.

Your Board, in spite of partial failure, still held an unalterable

belief in the value of nature study, and intrusted me with the diffi-

cult task of finding the man to formulate a system and methods in

this direction. Then followed some experiments in teachers which
were not entirely successful. It does not necessarily follow that a

man who has studied several years in a university can therefore

teach science.

You were successful in electing Wilbur S. Jackman, a graduate of

Harvard, and a teacher in the Central High School of Pittsburgh.

Mr. Jackman applied himself heart and soul to the study of the situ-

ation. It w7as agreed that children guided by instinct and actiDg

spontaneously, acquire an elementary knowledge of all the sciences.

The main thing to be done was to bring children face to face with

nature in the school, by means of a properly arranged course of

study. A complete reformation of the ordinary school curriculum

was of first necesssity; the attempt to exhaust any one subject,

or to carry the children beyond their power of inference, is

pedagogically wrong.

RESULTS OF NATURE STUDY.

The outcome of Nature Studies in this school up to the present

time may be stated as follows. The subjects have aroused a

great enthusiasm and love for study; the children do not cease their

study at the doors of the school room, but come into a warm
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contact with nature; the weather, clouds, vegetation, animal life,

all appeal to them in a natural, wholesome and educative way. It

is found that the place of all places to study nature is out of doors,

in the field, surrounded in a large way by the objects and move-

ments of nature. Our experience but repeats that of Germany
fifty years ago. We have proved past question that the most

profitable elementary study of geography and geology, as well as

the other natural sciences, is outside the school room.

Second, the organic relations between science study and the

"Three R's," tested by long experience, have been established.

This study arouses in closely related sequences a body of intensely

interesting thought. This thought is thoroughly organized and

compacted by reading, writing and the art modes of expression.

Under the white heat of thought words and sentences are written

upon the board. Under the impulse of intrinsic thought they are

easily grasped and retained. The retention is enhanced by imme-

diate action on the part of the child, who writes because he has

direct need for that form of expression. By this procedure,

which springs from the present necessities of the child, reading

and writing, spelling and grammar, become indispensable inci-

dents to thought evolution. The economy of this process is

apparent to every rational being. The many phases of the one

subject presented by a teacher who understands her profession,

afford the necessary amount of drill, and the bugbear of the

primaries is banished. Genuine work takes the place of

unscientific drudgery. Common sense is applied in the study

of arithmetic. Numbering is measuring—measuring forms in space,

or measuring matter; there can be no study of science without the

continual application of numbers; under this application the

child feels the necessity for, and gains the needed knowledge

and skill in arithmetic.

No small outcome of the science study has been its application

in art. The development of mental images which lie at the foun-

dation of all mental growth, is enhanced by art studies. Model-

ing, painting and drawing are applied to the development of

thought. It was found that art should be taken from its isolation

and put into real life and action, should yield itself to the evident

demand for its peculiar forms of thought expression; the count-

less opportunities afforded by the study of science for the expres-

sion of thought with clay, pencil and paint brush are utilized.

The fundamental means for developing the giant sense, that of
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touch, is clay modeling. The famous "mud pie" is the head of

the corner in education, and will find its true place; it is a part

of the eternal fitness of things and cannot be banished.

To sum up our experiences in science. First: There is developed

in the child an intense love for science, and a thoughtful ( tact

with his environment. Second: Continual original experiment

becomes a habit with the child. Third: Reading, writing, spelling

and grammar are taught more thoroughly and economically than

under the generally accepted dead form teaching. This is perhaps

the most satisfactory outcome, for it is proof of the value of

nature study that cannot be honestly disputed. Fbv/rth: The

teaching of elementary science, in an all round way, is made the

foundation of all other teaching. It gives the children plenty of

interesting and educative work; it absorbs their minds in their

work, and otherwise wasted energy is thus utilized; the tendency

towards disorder and mischief-making in our children is avoided,

through absorption in genuine educative mental and physical

movement.
GEOGRAPHY.

One of the principal nature studies is geography. Humboldt,

Ritter, Guyot, Richthofen, and others, have revolutionized this sub-

ject, to whose discoveries and methods, when added the researches

along the line of geographical geology of our own scientists, Drs.

Chamberlin and Salisbury of the Universit}- of Chicago, teachers

have at their disposal an immense amount of valuable and usable

material. The Science of Geography has been practically re-

created. The foundation of all geographical study is the study of

the surface forms of the earth. This study brings the child into

direct contact with the surface of the earth, with the history of that

surface, and with the drainage of the earth; this implies geology,

and indirectly, meteorology. Indeed, in the new geography is

concentered all the other sciences. Political geography which forms

the stock of most of the present and past teaching of geography is

relegated to history, where it properly belongs. ' History is

closely allied to structural geography.

That which is true in other nature studies also applies in the

highest sense to geography: the teaching of reading, writing and

arithmetic is closely allied to the teaching of geography; geog-

raphy develops in a broad and high sense the imagination, which

is constantly enhanced by reading, by writing, and by art studies.

Here again the mud pie is made a potent influence. The children
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model the earth's surface. The simplest art work children can do

is to tell in sand what they observe of the earth's surface in their

field excursions. The movement in geography has kept pace with

the other movements. The work is now directed by Miss Zonia

Baber, one of the most thoughtful students in this direction in

America, one who has given a great deal of careful study to geology

and to the new researches in geography.

At this day and generation, it is an absolute necessity that the

American citizen know something of the whole earth, and of the

relation of the whole earth to his own country. The earth has

become very much smaller through the marvelous inventions of

the age ; railway, telegraph, steamship and telephone, make the

earth one neighborhood. Primary education must adapt itself to

changing and growing conditions and thus it will be seen that the

study of the distribution of heat, air, moisture, vegetation, animal

life, and man's life, is the culmination of all primary nature study.

HISTORY AND LITERATURE.

Closely allied to nature study, is history and literature. This

work was the earliest organized in the Cook County Normal

School. Miss Emily J. Rice, one of the graduates of the famous

Oswego Normal School, is at the head of this department, and has

been connected with the school for twenty years. The pupils are

taught history from the beginning, throughout the eight grades.

The earth is the home of man. Its climate, moisture, vegetation

and animal life have had from the beginning, and always

will have a powerful influence on the development of the

human race. The teaching of history is the teaching of the

struggle of man towards civilization and higher development

;

thus, history cannot be taught to children through the mere

teaching of United States history. Our government is the out-

come of all the past, is the culmination of progress in the direction

of human freedom, and children cannot understand what they

have cost without understanding the long succession of heroic

efforts of the people who have lived and died for them. History is

intimately related to geography and to all nature studies; it is

founded upon myth, which is the embryo of all human growth; it is

the child spirit of the world which appeals powerfully to the child,

and is the foundation of his after spiritual unfolding. Miss Rice

arouses great enthusiasm in this department. The outcome of

the work done in history can be briefly stated. The children
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from the first. History is closely corelated or united to all the

other studies.

The great function of literature is to throw headlights upon

human progress. The fundamental or central studies of science,

geography and history, including literature, furnish the children

with an inexhaustible source for mental and moral activity. They
furnish conditions which give the children, from first to last,

plenty of educative work. They are really three great branches

of one subject—human life and the laws of its environment. History

and literature should cultivate a correct taste, foster a strong

love, and form habits and methods of reading and studying the

best and purest literature. Children properly taught will con-

tinue to read good books, simply because the best appeals to

them, and because their taste is developed above that which is

trashy or vicious.

EXPRESSION INDISPENSABLE TO THE DEMAND OF
THOUGHT POWER.

As I have already said, within the past twenty-five years the

science of psychology has been practically revolutionized. The
researches and investigations of eminent scientists in the direction

of physiological psychology have been brought to bear on the

study of rational psychology, and both have converged into a

strong movement in the direction of child study. It is too early

in the investigation to look for a body of doctrine, but there is a

general concensus of opinion already in regard to the relation of

expression to thought development. Briefly stated, the evolution

of educative thought is absolutely dependent upon expression, or,

expression is the indispensable means for intellectual growth.

This utter dependence of educative mental action upon thought

expression demonstrates the organic relation between the mental

and the ethical. Mental action is weak and inoperative until it is

functioned; expression which is not "thoroughly informed"
with thought, cannot properly perform its function of reaction.

Thought and expression are organically related in the functioning

or manifestation of thought through the body, which thought

enters into the life of the pupil, and becomes a part of himself.

The theory of the organic relation between thought and ex-

pression has been looked upon as fundamental in the work of the

Cook County Normal School. It may be said that the first
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systematic attempt to relate all the modes of expression into one

organic whole, and to relate expression to thought as a means of

enhancing it, was begun in this school. It has had its rise in the

teachings of Delsarte, who was one of the first exponents of the

reactive influence of bodily acts and expressions upon the mind.

From this standpoint, investigations in the direction of expression

and its reactive influence, moved on, and all the different modes

of expression, gesture, voice, music, making, modeling, painting,

drawing, speech and writing, were used to itensify, concenter and

expand thought, upon the hypothesis that each mode has its

individual function, and that the results of each are organically

related.

It will be readily seen that in the teaching of science, geography,

history, arithmetic and geometry, the art modes of expression,

modeling, painting and drawing, become an absolute necessity.

These modes are practically indispensable to the strengthening and

enhancement of the powers of observation. When a demand is

made for modeling, painting or drawing an object, the attention is

closely, carefully and systematically directed to that object. No
other means will bring about such careful and close observation.

This is one of the greatest offices of art, the stimulus to observe.

All expression must be genuine, must be a genuine reflex of the

image aroused and united by observation. Any proper attempt at

expression of an image enhances the growth of that image. Sec-

ond, the products of observation are carried over to the action

of the imagination. It will be readily granted that the foun-

dation of all education consists in the educative use of the

imagination ; imagination is not only functioned but intensely

stimulated by the reactive influence of the attempt to externalize

the image. The commonly accepted theory of the organic relation

of thought to expression is in striking contrast to the prevailing

practice in the school room, in which art is thrown outside, or is

entirely isolated from the subjects of study, where pupils are re-

quired to draw flat copies, which have no relation whatever to any

educative subject. Persistent and steadfast efforts have been

made on the part of the faculty to relate all exercises in expres-

sion organically to thought itself. This has been going on stead-

ilv for twelve years with varying success, but with success enough

to thoroughly convince us that there can be no such thing as an all

round education without the constant use of each and every mode

of expression. Much remains to be done; but a strong, earnest
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and faithful attempt has been made to exercise the whole body

in thought manifestation so that there will be the greatest and

strongest reaction upon the development of the mind.

Art expression, as I have said, must be genuine with little

children, that is, the genuine reflex of the individual imago: and

when such reflexes are in themselves crude, it simply indicates a

correspondence to an imperfect image. All art attempts of

children are the reflexes of crude images and must be in them-

selves crude and imperfect, if there be educative reaction upon the

growing image.

The outcome of the method applied is that the children have a

great love for art; it soon becomes an indispensable medium of

manifesting thought; they instinctively express themselves in clay,

with the brush anil pencil. Inclination is enhanced by exercises

which demand only what a child can do through a proper action

of his mind and will. Taste in art is cultivated when the demands

for art are genuine. The drawing of flat copies, the construction

of simple conventional forms, according to the best authorities in

psychology stultifies and kills art feeling. There can be no better

test of the growth of the mind than through the genuine expres-

sion of the child in the different art modes of expression. No one

Will deny that in all the varying functions of life, in whatever

place or position the pupil may find himself in his active duties as

a mechanic or professional man, in fact, in all directions, power

to express thought by any one or all the art modes of expression,

is of immense importance; under proper direction it is also possi-

ble that every pupil in our public schools may acquire this skill.

Your Board will understand the amount of research and study

required aside from the mere direction and teaching of this sub-

ject, in such a practically untried field. Miss Ida Cassa Heffron

has struggled earnestly and faithfully with the problem. Owing
to the deficiency last year, your Board was obliged to dispense

with the services of Miss Helen Gregory, who was a valuable

co-worker with Miss Heffron. The efficiency of the work of this

department has been greatly crippled by lack of teaching force.

MANUAL TKAINING.

Within a few years, perhaps fifteen at the most, manual training

has been actively discussed by educational circles. At first, it was

strongly opposed, but gradually the opposition lessened until now
it is practically accepted as one of the branches in our common
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schools. Twelve years ago, a manual training department was
established in the Cook County Normal School under the direction

of Geo. F. Fitz, now a professor of Physiology and Hygiene in

Harvard University. It goes without saying that there was very

little sympathy with this movement at first. Again, as with art,

it was the first systematic attempt in this country to make manual

training a regular branch of study in all primary and grammar
grades. The celebrated Sloyd method of manual training was not

then generally known. Suffice it to say that a room in the base-

ment of the Cook County Normal School was crudely fitted up
with a few tools, paid for by the generous bounty of the citizens

of Chicago. Charles H. Ham, who did so much for the Twelfth

Street Manual Training School in Chicago, was of great assistance

in this direction. Manual training has continued as a part of the

curriculum of the school ever since.

Five years ago Walter J. Kenyon, a graduate of the Cook

County Normal School, took the course at the celebrated Sloyd

School in Naas, Sweden, and introduced the system of Sloyd now
in our school. All the children of the practice school and all the

members of the professional training class have had this course.

Much remains, yet, to be done in this direction, but a few results

may be stated. First, all pupils, without exception, have great

fondness for manual training. It seems, as in art studies, that the

mind naturally gravitates towards making things, a desire to put

thought into substantial realities. Second, the children of the

school become skillful in doing all kinds of manual work. The

school furnished the children for the sloyd in the Children's Build-

ing at the World's Fair. This sloyd department was under the

direction of the most prominent teacher of Sloyd in the United

States—Gustaf Larsson, of the Eice Training School, Boston,

Mass. Mr. Larsson was unstinted in his praise of the activity,

willingness and skilfulness of the children who worked under him.

In this connection, it may be said that the school also furnished the

children who worked in the clay modeling classes in the Children's

Building, under the direction of Mrs. Holland of Concord, Mass.

,

a teacher from Mrs. Quincy Shaw's famous school in Boston. The
University of Illinois proposed to make a large Geological

Belief Map of Illinois, seventeen and a half feet (17^ ft.) long.

Two firms took the contract to make the map, but gave it up

owing to failure to secure workers skillful enough to perform the

task. As a last resort, the projectors of this plan applied to the
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Cook County Normal School. The school furnished Miss Louise

Barwick, a graduate of the training class, and several other pupils,

some of whom were of the Eighth Grade, and the work was suc-

cessfully accomplished.

Not long ago, the surfaces of the desks in one of the primary

rooms needed repairs. The pupils of the Eighth Grade were

requested to do the work, which they entered into heartily,

scraping off all the old varnish, and polishing the desks. The

work was done in a perfectly satisfactory manner; trained artisans

could not have done it better. It is the testimony of all that the

children of the school earnestly engage in any work which requires

thought, skill or energy, and carry the work to a successful end.

Third, manual training furnishes one of the best possible means

of physical training. Pupils suffering from nervousness in the

practice school and the training class, have overcome their nervous-

ness to a great degree by taking this course. Fourth, the manual

training work has been closely related to all the other work, especi-

ally in physics, where simple apparatus is continually needed.

This work has been done by the pupils in the sloyd room satis-

factorily and efficiently. Fifth, manual training furnishes the best

possible exercises in drawing, elementary logic, arithmetic, and

form study. Manual training properly taught lays a strong and

sure foundation for both arithmetic and geometry. Sixth, sloyd

work is of the first practical value in life work. The civilized

world is filled with incapables, who have never done any work

systematically, and therefore are incapable of entering successfully

upon any work in life whatever. Manual training is the system-

atic development of purpose, not only does it engender a love for

work, but what is equally valuable, a habit of doing work

thoroughly.

ARITHMETIC.

Probably no innovation has been more marked, and appeals

more to the common sense of thoughtful people, than the innova-

tion in the direction of arithmetic. Numbering, say the psycholo-

gists, is measuring. In the prevailing arithmetic, figures are

generally used in an abstract way, with but slight appreciation of

their real function. The pupils are not made to feel the necessity

of arithmetic. Through the teaching of science and geography,

arithmetic was made an absolute necessity, that is, everything

studied had to be measured and related, and problems for number-

ing both in history and geography, were of constant occurrence.
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A child learns the facts of number by applying the facts to

genuine study. A child feels the necessity of number when he

uses the number for its highest possible value to him and to others.

The application of arithmetic to all subjects goes steadily on and

the results are sufficient to show that the tendency is a right one.

It is endorsed by the highest psyeholog}', and, indeed, by good

common sense. We learn to do by doing; we learn arithmetic by

using that arithmetic and applying it to central purposes. The

question may be asked: How much of drill is still necessary for

tables, and otherwise ? The answer is near at hand. Drill may

be with or without thought, or, in other words, numbers may be

functioned for their legitimate purpose in learning them, or they

may be learned apart. The rule is, the more thought there is back

of a numerical fact the more effective the drill, and the less the

necessity for drill without thought. Under Dr. Giffin's able

direction, arithmetic is becoming a more and more prominent

factor in all instruction, and is tending steadily towards a success-

ful issue.

PHYSICAL TRAINING.

The body, and the whole body, is the organ of the mind. The

mind has a vital relation to the body, and depends upon it for its

best action. The body is an organ of sense action, or an organ of

reception of thought, of attention in its three modes, observation,

hearing-language and reading; it is also an organ of motor dis-

charge or expression. These are simply statements of an old

doctrine that not only received a great impulse in all Greek educa-

tion, but had a renaissance through the efforts of Father Jahn and

other great believers in physical training.

Many, if not most failures in life may be laid to lack of vitality,

lack of physical power. Thousands of pupils, by overstrainiug in

one direction, become the victims of nervous prostration, and drag

out a miserable existence as chronic invalids, or come to an early

death. Constant sitting and bending over badly made desks, hold-

ing the eyes with unchangeable focus upon text- books, result in

weakness and deformity of the whole body. Without physical

training, many muscles of the body are practically unused. The

result is congestion or atrophy of nerves and nerve centers, the

fruitful cause of countless diseases.

Four years ago, your Board elected Mr. Karl J. Kroh as teacher

of physical training in the Cook County Normal School. The

physical training had been pursued for previous years in a desultory
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way. Mr. Kroh is an eminent representative of the Turners, and

in addition to this, he is an earnest, indefatigable worker in this

field. He is a great lover of children, observes them closely, and

is most successful in the adaptation of his work to individual pupils.

Mr. Kroh trains the teachers of the practice school, who, in turn,

train their pupils. He also prepares the members of the profes-

sional training class to do the work of physical training in whatso-

ever schools the}' may find positions. It would be impossible in a

few lines to state the results of Mr. KrobTs work in the school. It

is sufficient to say that it has been marked for good in every direc-

tion. First, by the enthusiasm with which pupils enter into

physical exercises; and secondly, by the enhancement of the mental

work through systematic training. The Cook County Normal

Practice School takes a large number of defective pupils, pupils

who are too nervous to go to other schools, pupils defective in

sight and hearing, pupils who have suffered under the derange-

ment of the motor centers. Mr. Kroh, and indeed, all the

teachers, give special attention to these particular cases. Third,

modern psychology tells us that the development of the will depends

largely upon the development of the muscles, and it has been found

in our school that many pupils who have been called bad because

the}' had not the power of self control, have been greatly assisted

by physical training. Fourth, the whole tone and government of

the school is far better through Mr. Kroh's indefatigable efforts in

training the body as an instrument of the mind.

One needed addition could be made to the school, and that is a

department of physiological psychology. The teacher in this

direction should be a trained physician, who could give advice in

regard to the general physical condition of the pupils. There are

many pupils in school who are there to their own detriment, and

should be at home or out in the fields at play, rather than struggling

to overcome the impossible. A child, for instance, who has had

scarlet fever, is not capable of doing mental work for one or two
years thereafter, and any attempt to do such work only leads to

mental depression.

KINDERGARTEN.

The essential work of a Normal School should be to embrace all

the advance movements in education. Probably no one factor in

education during the last quarter of a century has been so potent

in the advancement of teaching and training children, as the kinder-

garten. The all-controlling idea of Froebel, the founder of the
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kindergarten, was a recognition of the dignity of childhood; of the

immense value of instinctive and spontaneous activity. Froebel's

doctrine met the old doctrine of sin and depravity inherent in

the child, face to face. The tendency of all civilization, with the

exception of the Greek, was to sink the individual into the

mass, into the government, into the controlling idea of church and

state. The new doctrine that was strongly foreshadowed by Greek

education, found its highest outcome in the doctrine of Froebel,

in the reconciliation of the individual with the state, under the

altruistic idea. No movement in our times has had a more wide-

spread influence upon American education, than this doctrine of

Froebers. Its pioneers began their work when there was little or

no movement in any direction in education in the United States,

but more especially in the East.

Mrs. Alice H. Putnam, pioneer of the kindergarten work in

Chicago, under the auspices and support of the Froebel Kinder-

garten Association, took charge of the kindergarten work in the

Cook County Normal School, twelve years ago. For a time, the

training class of the kindergarten was removed to the Normal

School, and Mrs. Putnam not only taught the training class, but

took charge of the kindergarten, as well. She did this as she has

done much other work, without, at first, any salary, and somewhat

later at a very meager one. The Cook County Normal School

has had the kindergarten as an essential factor in the school work

for twelve years. Little children are taken at four years of age,

and kept under the training for two years, when they enter the

lowest primary grade.

No thoughtful believer in Froebel's doctrine will claim for a

moment that Froebel's exposition of his own methods, forms the

end of all real kindergarten work. Froebel expounded a great,

all-embracing doctrine of education, and under the very force of

circumstances presented a method which he believed would and

should be constantly developed higher and higher as circumstances

permitted. The influence of the kindergarten has permeated the

whole school ; it is the practical beginning of the doctrine of con-

centration. Its fundamental idea is the social idea; little children

come together and learn to help each other in play and work.

This social factor is a tremendous factor in all education. Its

underlying idea of mutual assistance, "everything to help and

nothing to hinder," has been carried throughout the whole

school.
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MUSIC.

It is perhaps needless to discuss the immense educational value

of music. The Cook County Normal School has been greatly

favored by the services of two eminent teachers in this direction.

First, Miss Lizzie Nash, one of the most skillful of Prof. Wm. L.

Tomlins' teachers, under whose direction music was ably taught

for several years. She aroused great enthusiasm in this direction,

and a strong love for music. Her work is still felt in the school.

She was followed by Miss Eleanor Smith, who has spent several

years in Germany, and is herself a composer of note. Under Miss

Smith music has been brought to bear upon all the other studies;

the music is selected with a view to this purpose. Miss Smith's

talent in composition comes in play, as children's music, from the

educational standpoint, is not always to be found. Each critic

teacher is personally trained to use music as a means of reinforc-

ing the work of the school room, and in the morning exercises,

music takes a more and more prominent part.

DEPARTMENTAL INSTRUCTION.

One motive has guided the faculty of the Cook County Normal

School in all its efforts, and that is to train its pupils in the profes-

sional training class to be skillful in all directions of school work;

in other words, to avoid the necessity of departmental instruction

by special teachers. It is not in place here to discuss depart-

mental teaching. It may be sufficient to say that it is utterly

opposed to the fundamental doctrine of concentration. The regu-

lar teacher of a class or room should be able to present all the

subjects taught and use them in the best possible way as means

of education or character building. Every teacher, for instance,

should be able to give the pupils the proper physical training. In

the first place, teachers should be physically trained themselves,

should understand the theory of such training, and should know

how and when to use it. A special teacher comes at set times

during the week, which times may or may not be adapted to the

best good of the children. The teacher of a room should be able

at any time, when there is inertia on the part of the pupils, when

there is a flagging of attention, to change the work, not only by

giving the pupils physical exercise, but by giving them music.

Art can only be properly taught by the regular teacher, who
understands the relation of the art to be done to the subjects

taught. This is true in all directions. A vast amount of money
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is now paid for special teachers, which might be turned, with

great profit, into salaries which would command the services of

the best teachers.

CONCENTEATION.

The tendency of all the work of the Cook County Normal School

has been in the direction of the corelation and unification of

studies. In the above presentation, this direction has been indi-

cated. Concentration is now the great central problem of educa-

tion in the United States and elsewhere. The first attempt, and

the most prominent attempt to put this doctrine into active prac-

tice, I think, was in the Cook County Normal School. It was a

slow and gradual development. Its foundation, as I have already

said, came from the doctrine of Delsarte, and was applied to read-

ing, writing, and the art studies. A resume" of the practical

value of concentration may be made.

I. The first and last steps in reading may be best taught under

the impulse of intrinsic thought gained through the studies of

science, geography and history. Reading is taught as an

incident to the evolution of thought; under this method that

which has appeared before as a great obstruction to mental action,

—for instance, the learning of letters, phonics and forms of

words—has been overcome. When the child needs to know a

form, and that is when he wants to use it, he will get it with the

greatest case. The reading, instead of being desultory, isolated

from subjects, is turned directly upon the subjects. Nothing is

read but literature, which is made an effective means for the study

of science, geography and history. This proposition appeals to

common sense. One does not need to be versed in the science of

pedagogics to comprehend it. Formerly reading was taught by

itself and the emphasis placed upon purely mechanical prepar-

ation; this is dispensed with, the mechanics of reading can be

exercised and learned under the mental energy generated in con-

sciousness, an energy that comes with interest and earnest study.

II. Writing, which has been taught formerly as an isolated

subject, has been gradually and practically brought under the

doctrine of concentration; all the forms of writing, from first to.

last, are learned as speech is learned. Indeed, the mechanics of

speech is far more difficult than writing. We have found that

children can learn to write, and include all the forms of spelling,

sentences, and grammar, by using writing freely as a means of
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thought expression. No one can enter the school and closely

study it without seeing that this lias been accomplished. In other

words, to sum up the advantages of the doctrine of concentration

in reading, writing and spelling, as now applied, it takes no

appreciable time to teach reading and writing, because they are

made essential means of thinking.

III. All the art work, modeling, painting, and drawing, are

made means to an end, rather than ends in themselves. The great

influences of art work have been brought to bear upon thought

itself. Prof. James, the celebrated psychologist says that man is

a reactive animal, and art will lie taught in a most effective way
when reaction upon thought is appreciated and utilized.

IV. Arithmetic and form are used in all the subjects taught.

We have not yet reached that point of excellence whereby we can

say that there is no special drill by itself; but without question,

as we move on in research and practice, formal arithmetic will be

taught, and taught thoroughl}-, through its application to all the

fundamental studies.

V. The children have a sufficient number of educative subjects

for their highest mental action. Children have been lost mentally,

and even morally, because of the lack of right conditions. Misdi-

rected energy has led to vice and crime. It is the purpose of

concentration to conserve energy, and by utilizing it, bring about

the highest development of the body, mind and soul. The funda-

mental law of pedagogics is that all educative growth is by self-

effort and self-activity. Children are naturally active. The
necessities of these activities are met, and in the best possible way,

through the application of the theory of concentration.

QUALITY VS. QUANTITY.

The old idea of education, and the present prevailing one, is the

idea of quantity, pedantry—so much actual spatial work must be

done, so many pages studiedj so many lessons learned, and so many
books gone through, so much gone over and finished, so much
marking to register quantity alone. For this millions of dollars

are spent and time and toil wasted, both on the part of teachers

and pupils. Under the idea of concentration, the ideal is quality

not quantity, process not product, culture not acquirement. It

stands to reason that in the accumulation of studies in the school,

or the so-called "enrichment of the course of study," if quantity

is still made the end and aim of the teachers, they stand helpless
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before the demand. If we take in the elementary sciences, art

studies, music and physical training, and in the five or six hours

of the day try to accomplish a definite something in the way of

quantity, the case is utterly hopeless. Herein lies the difficulty.

While the quantity ideal holds, there can be no real enrichment

of the course. Under its domination, the less the number of

studies the better. The "Three RV are quite sufficient for its

meager demands. Under the ideal of quality, however, the whole

earth, all the richness of past learning, all the investigation of the

present time, all of individual experiment and research, are called

into full play for the development of character.

We hear a great deal of complaint, and justly, in regard to the

great number of children who leave school at the end of three

years. There is a serious mistake in regard to the reason why
these children leave school. They do not leave school because

they are poor, for there are thousands of fathers and mothers who

would work their fingers to the bone in order to keep their chil-

dren in school, if their children really liked school, really wanted

to learn; parents would do their utmost to help children if they

had any special desire to be helped. Children leave school

because they dislike school. They would rather be in the street,

in the factory—anywhere, but in school. And the reason is not

because they have not sympathetic teachers, not because they have

not the closest supervision; it is because they have not the condi-

tions for all-round, harmonious work; their active lives are not

met with something that they feel is right and good to do. It is

found that children in manual training schools, like the Chicago

Jewish Training School, remain because they love the work, and

parents are willing to have them stay. The old ideal of quantity

crushes out the life of the children. There are, of course, some

boys and girls who make their way; there are geniuses who over-

come difficulties and become strong in spite of methods. There

are others who become pedants and .accumulate a great mass of

facts, and find eventually a market for their wares. But that

upon which all educators in all time have agreed, but few teachers

have acted upon, is the center of quality, or character; the

formation of genuine habits of thought and action; the love of

study and habit of study; these are far above the mere acquisi-

tion of knowledge. It may be said here that most of the prevail-

ing methods in schools are methods of inheritance. They come

down to us from the time when tyranny, or the rule of the few,
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obtained; when the individual was little thought of, sunk into the

mas*, a mere tool to carry out some theory of government;

degraded by the selfishness of rulers. The theory which trains

American citizens must be compatible with American genius,

must be the working out of the highest good of the individual for

the whole, not into the whole. It is this theory of education

which tbe doctrine of concentration would foster.

There is another opinion that is doing great harm, and that is

that the common school is for the common people, and that poor

children should have a peculiar education suited to the condition

in which God has pleased to place them. The real democratic

principle is that poor children should have the best education

which it is possible for brain to devise or heart to conceive. That

education which does not train a child to work, to love work, and

to put his brains into work, is worthless. That education which

does not develop the highest aesthetic appreciation of the true, the

beautiful, and the good in art and literature, is worthless. That

education which does not bring the child face to face with the

underlying principle of our government, each for all and all for

each, and k}r the foundations of good citizenship, has failed of its

purpose. That education which does not convince that the law of

the Lord is perfect, enlightening and quickening the spirit, does

not carry the seeds of future possibilities to the nations.

SCHOOL GOVERNMENT.

When I came to the Cook County Normal School, twelve years

ago, I held a strong belief that children could and would govern

themselves, if they had the right conditions for self-government.

1 believed that the sole function of education consisted in the

presentation of the right conditions for self-government. I had

been for many years under the domination of the old methods

;

I had believed with all my heart in will-power, in the dominance

of the teacher; had, through fear, bribery, marks, or personal

influence, controlled my pupils. Following the example of count-

less other teachers, I had imposed my will upon the child, and held

his personal will in abeyance. But a closer study of true democ-

racy, and a more intimate contact with children, gradually changed

my opinion. I began to see that little citizens, under a tyran-

nical government for twelve or more years, could not thereafter

truly exercise the sacred function of free citizens. All the

hopes of mankind depend utterly upon self-government, upon the
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realization of true democracy. Strong in this belief, I came to

the Cook County Normal School to apply this theory and prove

its validity. It is needless here to recount the failures to you,

who have so carefully and sympathetically watched the progress

of the school. It was difficult to find teachers who believed in

self-government on the part of the children; that children could

govern themselves ever so much better than older people; that a

great love could be developed in children for others; that the}' had

this love; that it was innate; and that by presenting the right con-

ditions, it could be strongly cultivated; who understood that pupils

must have full conditions for educative self-activity in order to

realize this free development of personal will-power. The courage

to be crude!

"It was never for the mean;
It requireth courage stout.

Souls above doubt,

Valor unbending,

It will reward,

—

They shall return

More than they were,

And ever ascending."

All corporal punishment was put aside, and the usual substi-

tutes for corporal punishment—bribery, marking, giving of

rewards—infinitely worse than flogging as a means of school gov-

ernment, were not employed. Of course, the difficulty was to find

the right conditions by which children could use their whole minds

and bodies in the direction of self-development. We had repeated

failures, especially in the first few years of my administration;

failures which largely had their root in the unbelief of the teach-

ers themselves. There was a lack of faith in childhood ; the old

idea that children were full of innate depravity and prone to evil

dominated them, in spite of themselves. To put the new ideas

into practice, "Ah, there was the rub!'' Indeed, the principal

himself had a great struggle to find means to this one end. But

the children were made to feel, in time, that the least of a teach-

er's duties is that of police, or watching for errors in action, mis-

behaviors. The responsibility of work was put upon them and

they were trusted to do their work and to do it well. In short, we

appealed to the best in them, and they amply repaid our trust.

A school should be an ideal democracy in the fullest sense of that

word; until our common schools are founded firmly upon this

ideal, our republican institutions are constantly endangered. One
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cannot be governed tyrannically until twenty-one years of age,

and then become a self-acting, self-determined member of the

body politic. It is impossible.

THE WORK OF THE PROFESSIONAL TRAINING CLASS.

I have presented the work of the practice school because the

practice school is the essential means by which the pupils in the

training class are inducted into the science and art of teaching.

Theory has but little effect until it is put into the concrete, into

the lives of the children. The most potent influence over the train-

ing class is the work of the practice school. First, faith in better

methods is developed and strengthened by the work which they

see done. Second, all the work of the professional training school

concenters upon the practice work.

I have given, in former reports, an exposition of the general

plan of this practice. I can say that it becomes better and better

as the work goes on, mainly through the indefatigable study and

persistence of the critic teachers. Every bit of work done by the

professional training class is thoroughly prepared under the direc-

tion of the special and critic teachers; their teaching is carefully

observed, and every possible means taken to eliminate all poor

work, so that that which is presented is good and helpful for the

children. The members of the professional training class come in

contact with all grades of the school from the lowest primary to

the highest grammar, throughout the course of the year.

The fundamental studies of the professional training class are

—

first, psychology; second, pedagogics, and third, history of educa-

tion. This latter subject has not been treated as it should be.

There should be a teacher of the history of education. It is now
in the hands of the principal and vice-principal, who have not time

to work it out satisfactorily.

Each teacher of a special subject, or head of department, has

charge of that subject. It is his or her work to see that pupil teach-

ers have the necessary knowledge to present the subject, and,

second, to have a knowledge of the method of presentation, so that

each head of department is not only teacher of subject matter, but

also teacher of the psychology, principles and methods of that sub-

ject. The head of each department is also supervisor of the work
done in his or her subjects.

Graduates of High Schools, four years' course, are received into

the Professional Training Class for one year's training. An extended
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description of the results of twelve years' training in primary,

grammar and high school, as we find them in our pupils as they

enter the school, might be profitable and suggestive. It is suffi-

cient, however, to say here that very few have the necessary

knowledge to begin the work of learning how to teach. The reason

why so much mere text-book work is done in the common schools

is because teachers are not masters of their subjects. The great

weakness of teaching is not fundamentally a lack of knowledge in

methods, but a lack of knowledge in subjects. Knowledge obtained

simply from text-books, memorized verbatim, never reaches any-

thing like an extended knowledge or love for that subject. Exper-

ience proves that it takes one year for the ordinary high school

graduate to get fairly started in the work of learning how to teach

and to become aware of the knowledge imperatively needed for

educative teaching. A second year, in our experience, is absolutely

necessary to develop that which will insure efficiency as a teacher.

Graduates of colleges, on the other hand, and teachers of long

experience, can take the course in one year. The whole idea of

the school is to surround the members of the training class with

the best possible influences, which influences shall lead them to

appreciate the possibilities and responsibilities of a teacher's life.

It is not possible even in one or two years for a student to get the

knowledge he will need in teaching or to fully understand the

principles and methods to best apply that knowledge; but if a

sense of limitation is felt, and if a great ideal of the art of teaching

is aroused, then the student who graduates from the school and

enters into active practice of teaching will continue a life long

student.

It is very gratifying to the faculty of the Cook County Normal
School to know that the work they have successfully pioneered in

the past has been appreciated by their co-workers of the educational

world, all over the United States.

Allow me to say one word in regard to the faculty of the Cook
County Normal School. You have selected them with the great-

est care, and there is hardly, at present, a member of the faculty

who has not a strong influence upon educational matters in every

part of the country. Most of them have written books upon edu-

cation; many of them appear at meetings and institutes of teachers,

and are quoted as authorities upon special subjects. They are one

and all assiduous, earnest, honest students of education, who
apply what they believe to be true, and work together unselfishly
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for the interest of the children and members of the training class.

Allow me again to thank you heartily on behalf of the faculty

and myself for the generous and cordial support you have always

given the school. Respectfully,

Francis W. Parker.



COURSE OF STUDY

Professional Training Class
AND

PRACTICE SCHOOL.

PSYCHOLOGY.

Professional Training Class.

First Term.

The purpose of the study of Psychology in the Professional Training

Class is to acquire a knowledge of the laws of mental activities, their growth
and development, in order to understand and apply the science of education.

Psychology is the study of the conscious activities; the greatest diffi-

culty in this study is to separate in thought, conscious action from the

external causes of such action.

I. Products of Sense-perception.
a—Psychological definitions of "I see," "I hear," "I touch," "I taste,"
"I smell." 6—External causes of conscious action, c—Examination
of external energies, cl—What is an object? e—What is the con-
scious effect of an object acting upon the mind? /—Correspondence
of external cause and conscious effect, g—What is an external
attribute? h—What is an elementary idea? i—What are their rela-

tions to each other?

II. Special Study of Physiological Psychology, under Mr. Jackman.
a—Dissection of the brain. 6—Examination of the sensorium. c —Study

of sense organs.

III. Genesis of Elementary Ideas, o—Sensation. 6—Perception.

IV. Individual Concepts, External Causes.

a— Objects, pictures, models. 6—Oral language, c—Written and
printed language, d—Symbols—pure and partial.

Mental Causes, a—Fancy, fr—Imagination.

V. Presentation, Eepresentation; the difference in the mental acts.

Are they different?

VI. Association of Elementary Ideas.

o—Kecollection. b—Remembrance, c—Synthesis, d—Compared. In
what do these acts differ? What is analysis? Relation of analysis to
synthesis.
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Second Term.

VII. Classification, a—Spontaneous classification, b—Scientific classi-

fication, c—Relation of language to classification.

VIII. Judgment and Inference.
a—Limitation of sense products. 6—Scope of judgment and reason.

IX. Reason. Logic.
a—Relation to the power of judging. 6—Instinct, e— Intuition.
d—Spontaneity.

X. The Will.
a—What are the beginnings of will power? Is every conscious act of
the mind an act of the will?

XI. Memory.
a—Association. c—Remembrance, d—Automatic mental action.
e— Scientific basis of memory.

XII. The Emotions.
a—Feelings, b—Emotions the effects of thought, c—Relation of emo-

tions to desire, d—Effect of emotions upon the agents of expression.

XIII. Motive.
a—Utilitarian, b—Altruistic.

XIV. Psychology of Attention.
a—Observation defined, b—Hearing language, c—Elements and con-

struction of oral language. ((—Idioms, e—Phonics. /—Emphasis,
ff—Reading defined—reading and hearing language compared. What
is a written or printed word? What is its use? How is it learned?
Relation of a word to a sentence.

XV. Psychology of Language.
a—Spoken. 6—Written or printed.

XVI. Psychology of the Modes of Expression.
n—Gesture and vi lice. 6—Music, c—Making. ((—Modeling, e—Paint-

ing. /—Drawing, g—Speaking, h—Writing, i—Mental and phys-
iological effects of learning forms of expression for form's sake.

Third Term.

XVII. Psychology of Form and Geometry.
((—Relation to knowledge and mental development. 6—Practical use,

the relation of form to geometry.

XVIII. Psychology of Number and Arithmetic.
a—Number defined, b— Use of number in reasoning, c—Practical use

of number, d—Operations in number.

XIX. Psychology of
a— (1) Geography, (2) Science, (3) History. 6—The unity of studies.

XX. Psychology of the Theory of Concentration.
((—Unity of a state of consciousness, b—Unity of an act of expression,
unity of the body, c—Unity of the being, d—Economy of effort.

c—Unity of thought and expression. /—Unity of knowledge, g—Unity
of laws. /(—Intensity of mental action, i—What subjects of thought
induce the most intense mental power? j—Relation of attention,
(observation, hearing language and reading), to subjects of thought.
k—Relation of form and number to subjects of thought. I—Relation
of modes of expression to subjects of thought, m—Relation of phys-
ical training to brain power—"A sound mind in a sound body."

XXI. Ernies. Will the complete adaptat ion of perfect external conditions
develop the highest moral power? Is that teaching which does not
conform to the laws of growth immoral?
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PEDAGOGICS.

Professional Training: Class.

First Term.

I. Discussion of the Subjects of Study and their relation to each
other and to the whole: Geography, geology, mineralogy, physics,
chemistry, botany, zoology, anthropology, ethnology and history-
unity of studies found in the investigation of laws.

II. Relation of form and number as modes of thinking and means of
studying subjects.

III. Relation of oral and written language to the study of subjects.
Function of symbols.

IV. Modes of Study or Attention.
a—Observation. 6—Hearing language, c—Reading.

V. Modes of Expression as means of intensifying thought.

a—Gesture and voice. &—Music, c—Making, d—Modeling, e—Paint-
ing. /—Oral language, g— Written language.

First Hypothesis: Is it possible under adequate teaching and train-
ing skill for pupils to acquire all the forms required for thought
expression in each and every mode under the immediate impulse of
intrinsic thought?

Second Hypothesis: Is it a necessity under the best teaching and
training skill to acquire the technical forms of expression without
immediate attention to their highest use, for the purpose of using
them afterwards in the expression of thought?

VI. Definitions of Education; teaching, training, principles, methods.

VII. Theory of concentration carefully considered. Economy of human
action in the direction of development. Induction and deduction.

VIII. Study of the spontaneous activities of the child. What subjects
does every child instinctively study?

IX. Relation of the study of the sciences to geography and history; and to
human development.

X. Special Study of the Modes of Attention.
a—Observation, b—Hearing language, c—Reading. How does a child
learn to talk? Elements of speech. Could a child learn to read as
he has learned to hear language if the proper conditions were pre-

Second Term.

XI. Special examination of the devices used in teaching reading.

a—Alphabet. 6—Phonic, c—Phonetic, d—Word building, e—Read-
ing-writing method. /—Object method, g—Thought method, h—Laws
of the instantaneous synthesis of individual concepts. The devices
by which these laws are violated.

XH. Special examination of number and arithmetic teaching.

«—Method of concentration, b—The five operations, c—Proper
function of symbols in teaching arithmetic
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XIII. Study of methods of teaching form and geometry.

XIV. Special Study of the Modes of Expression and their relation
to mental development.

a—Gesture and voice. 6—Music, c—Making, d—Modeling, e—Paint-
ing. /—Drawing, g- Speech, h—Writing. The special function in
mental development of each mode of expression.

XV. Pedagogics of Oral Language.
a— Speech. b—Voice. c— Inflection. d—Accent. e—Emphasis.
/—Melody and harmony, g—Articulation, h—Enunciation, t—Pro-
nunciation, j—Elocution.

XVI. Pedagogics of Written Language.
a—Writing. 6—Spelling, c—Punetation. d—Capitalization, e—Ety-
mology. /—Syntax, g—Rhetoric.

XVII. Examination of Penmanship.
a -Law of ease, b—Accuracy, c—Legibility.

Third Term.

XVIII. Special Discussion of methods of teaching,

a—Geography. 6—Science, c—History and literature.

XIX. Principles and Methods of Teaching.

XX. School Management and Government.
a—Motive. 6—Work, c—Courage, d—What is order?

XXI Moral Education.
a—Is all true education moral? 6—Does all imperfect teaching degrade
the pupils taught?

XXTT. Discussion of the Course of Study.

XXILI. How to Criticise a School.

XXIV. Preparation of Lessons. Knowledge and skill necessary for a
teacher. How to study.

XXV. How to Conform to Circumstances and Still Make
Progress.
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HISTORY OF EDUCATION.

Professional Training Class.

Explanations.

Taken in its broadest meaning the history of education comprehends
the history of the growth, development and evolution of the entire human
race. In this sense anthropology, ethnology, philology, the history of

architecture and invention, together with history proper, are included in

the history of education.

In a more limited and more common definition, the history of education

is limited to the evolution of principles and methods of education as

originated by men and illustrated and applied in schools.

Under the latter meaning, the history of education begins when pur-

pose and design in developing human beings began; under the former a

knowledge of spontaneous human activities with little or no design, and no
thoughtful guidance, is related to purpose and design as unconscious is to

conscious action. These two meanings have no sharply denned bounda-

ries, one merges into the other as savage and barbarous life evolves into

civilization, and as civilization lapses into the methods of barbarism.

This course of study proposes the study of education under both defini-

tions. The study of all history is in reality the history of education.

L Education Before the Christian Era.

a—Savages. 6—Barbarians, c—Chinese, Confucius, d—Egyptians,
e—Semites. /—Aryans, g—Ancient Classic Nations, Greece and
Rome—Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Quintillian.

II. The Early Centuries after the beginning of the Christian Era.

a—Previous to the Crusades, b—Following the Crusades, c—Before
the fall of the West Roman Empire, d—Up to the time of Charle-
magne, e—The middle Ages from the time of Charlemagne. /—The
Mahomedans, the Arabians.

III. The Scholastic Period.

a—Immediately following the Crusades, b—Education up to the first

quarter of the sixteenth century, c—The humanists—Sturm, Ration,
Francke.

Second Term.

IV. The Philanthropins.

-Comenius. b—Basedow, c—Rousseau, d—Pestalozzi. e—Diester-

weg. /—Fichte.

V. The Realists.

a—Bacon. 6—Locke, c—Spencer.
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VI. Foundation of a Tiieory of Education.

a—Herbart. b—The Herbartian Theory, o—Ziller, Stoy and Rein.
J—The Lehr Seminar at Jena.

VII. History of the Kindergarten.

a—Frcebel. 6—Baroness Von Bulow. o—Elizabeth Peabody, <' -Susan
Blow, <?—Mrs. Quincy A. Shaw.

Development of the Kindergarten in America.

Xlll. Secondary Education.

a—Universities, b—Colleges, c—Academies, d—High Schools.

Tiiiiti> Term.

IX. Origin and Growth of tiie Common ScnooLS of America.

a—Horace Mann. 6—Henrv Barnard, c—Thaddeus Stevens, d—John
D. Philbrick. e—Andrew J. Rickoff. /—Dr. William T. Harris, g—
The beginning of the Common School System in different States.

X. Origin and Progress of Normal Schools.

o—James G. Carter. 6—David P. Page, c—Father Pierce, d—Til-

linghast. «—E. A.Sheldon and the Oswego Normal School. /—A. G.
Boyden and the Bridgewater Normal School, g—State Normal
Schools, h—City Normal Schools—Anna C. Brackett. i—Chairs of
Pedagogics in colleges and universities.

XI Recent Educational Movements and Reforms.

a—Art—Walter Smith, b—Manual Training— Dr. Otto Saloman,
Woodard, Ham. Coinpton, Runkle. c—Teaching of vocal music

—

Lowell Mason.

XII. History of Methods.

a—Science. 6—Geography—Humboldt, Ritter, Guyot, Peschel. c—
History and Literature, d—Modern Languages—Hamilton, Saver,
Henness, Gouin. e—Physical Training—Guts Muths, Father Jahn,
Ling. /—Primary Reading—Ickelsamer, Graser, Jacotot, Bourne,
Webb, Pitman. Leigh, Farnham. (/—Number—Bohme, Warren Col-
burn, Grube. h—Grammar and Language teaching— Ascham.
Murray, Green, Stickney.

XIII. Present Condition of Education.

a—Germany. 6—France, c—Great Britian. d—Italy. (

/—Scandinavia, g—Belgium, h—Denmark, i—America.
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LANGUAGE.

Practice School.

First Grade—First Term.

Speech.—Enunciation, pronunciation, slow pronunciation. (Five minute exercises
three or four linns each day.)

Syntax.—Correct continually all mistakes in tin iw 1 of language.
Writing.—Write words and sentences used in all lessens upon I ihlekli. ami : erase and

llave pupils write I re an memory. Allow no slow writing. Adapt t lie words and sentences
to be written to the ability of the child.

Penmanship. Practice ease and rapidity in pen movement. First, practice upon
blackboard; second, upon unruled paper; third, upon ruled paper with pencil and pen;
fourth, write words and sentences upon paper and upon the blackboard.

First Grade—Second Term.

Speech.—See directions for first term. Make notes of the mistakes in idioms of each
pupil. Eradicate these mistakes by training pupils to use correct language. Continue
slow promincialion ; relate slow pronunciation to written words. (See course oi reading, i

Writi.no.- Continue practice upon the blackboard. Write sentences that occur in all

lessons upon the blackboard; erase and llave pupils write them upon the blackboard.
Train pupils to write rapidly and accurately Irian the first, liegin writing original sen-
tences upon the blackboard. Drills in perfect ease in pencil and pen holding. Write sen-
tences upon paper.

First Grade—Third Term.

Speech.—See directions in previous terms. Continue slow pronunciation. "Write list

of words in phonic order, and have pupils pronounce them slowly, (bye special attention
to enunciation, articulation and pronunciation. Correct all mistakes in the u-e of idioms

Writing.—Continue practice upon blackboard and paper. Cultivate the habit of
expressing orally and by rapid and easy writing the thoughts evolved in all lessons.

(See Suggestions and

Second Grade—First Term.

Speech.—Follow carefully all previous directions. Continue slow pronunciation.
Write lists of words in phonic order and have pupils pronounce them slowly, with very
little aid from the teacher. Cultivate correct and fluent oral expression in all lessons.
Practice oral spelling incidentally.

Writing.— Continue writing upon the blackboard, and upon unruled and ruled paper.
If teachers have ftibeii in training pupils to write whole words and sentences with ease,
correctness and rapid it \ , drill pupils in writ ina simile words and letters. Order of small
letters: iuwxzvnmtlbhkeocadgjyg-pfrs.

Second Grade—Second Term.

Speech.—Follow every detail already given in the course. Give pupils countless
opportunities to observe, examine and investigate in all lessons, and have them express
their thoughts orally and by writing. Cultivate seduoiisly correct language. Continue
slow pronunciation, and have pupils write upon the blackboard list of words in phonic

Whiting—Practice upon capitals, if necessary. Order of capitals: ANMHKTFSLPBRGIJOECDVXZQYUW. The habit of holding crayon, pencil and pen
easily is ol' the first importance. Have pupils write frequently. Have short exercises.
Never allow a pupil to write uiiwafched, until he can be trusted to write correctly. Train
pupils to distinguish in writing, between common and proper nouns.

Second Grade—Third Term.

Speech.—Make a record of all mistakes committed in pronunciation and syntax by
each pupil, and correct them. Use oral spelling to aid the writing. Continue slow
pronunciation with lists of words upon blackboard and paper, if necessary.

Writing.—Write sentences upon the blackboard, used in all lessons; erase, and have
pupils write tliein immediately from memory upon blackboard and paper. Have shore
exercises, and many of them.

Third Grade—First Term.

Speech.—Begin with pupils just where you find them in skill and ability, without
regard to course in ga-ade. Study and apply all previous directions, when necessary.
Train pupils to express thought orally, oioarlj . distinctly and grammatically in all lessons.

Cse oral spelling in close relation to writing. Write words and sent in ices up. in I he black-
board: erase, and have pupils spell them orally. Continue slow pronunciation. Write
lists of familiar words that pupils have never seen in print, and have pupils pronounce

Writing.—Continue practice in word and letter writing upon blackboard and paper,
if necessary. Have pupils read isilcntly) short interesting stories, and then write them on
paper. Train pupils to distinguish common and proper nouns, also the singular and
olural number in spelling.
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Third Grade—Second Term.

Thihd Grade—Tnn

Speech.—Apply carefully, win n necessary, the directions already given. Eradicate
all mistakes in syntax l.j •. .ii-tani use of correct language. Use slow | >r< imuic-itit i< m for
the correction i if tan it- in enunciation anil pronunciation.

Writiho.—Give dictatiot nstocorree.1 bad habits of writing and spelling. Spoil
words oral!;., and haw pupils write tluaii.il necessary. Continue letter writ int. unless
pupils fan write rapi.ll; ami L.-jritily with.. ut sueh exercises. Train pupils to use the
dictionary. Write litters with iliaeritieal marks upini the lilaekln.anl ax a menus ..l

learning: to use the dictionary.
EnMiilniiV.- Train pupils In ili-t i i iu iiisli in reading lessons, in, mis ,, iinini, iii mill

proper,, the number of nouns, and the possessive case. Wri the blackboard h I ,.l

the regular and irregular verbs.

Fourth Grade—First Term.

Speech.—Follow strictly all directions given for previous grades, when necessary.
Wkitim;.-Smooth lines, ease and rapi.iity are indispeusilile in writing; niake'lhcse

requirements of the first importance, and then continual!.! and persistently improve in
form and legibility. Have many exercises in thought expression hv writing. Correct,
pronunciation by slow pronunciation.

Etymology.—Nouns icommon and proper!, number, personal pronouns. I'se the
dictionary.

Syntax.—Analysis of sentences by questions. Teach pupils to distinguish subjects of
sentences, and the agreement of forms of the verb with the nominative case.

Fourth Grade—Second Term.

Writinc,.—If the work in the previous grades has been etfeetuallv done, your pupils
can write easily, rapidly and legibly. 1 1 the work has not been done, >ou must begin all
over again and strive to correct bad habits. The writing of pupils should be ainomatie.
and at the same time legible. Short and frequent exercises in thought expression. Dicta-
tion exercises, if necessary. Train pupils into absolute accuracy.

Etymi i i.< i i, v.— Ilia e pupils reeogni/.e at sic In. commo 1 1 and proper nouns, the numbers
of nouns, personal pronouns, their number and case.

Syntax.—Continue analysis liy questioning. Have pupils recognize subject and pre-
dicate in sentences, and the form agreement of predicate witli subject.

Fourth Grade—Third Term.

Composition.—Compositions should consist of rapid, accurate and legible written
expressions of though; evolved in the teaching of all subjects. The penmanship should
lie easy, rapid, accurate and legible, so that it can lie used at all times as a means of
developing am! intensifying thought. ( iral spelling, writing lists of words and dictation,
when necessary. Habits of accuracy in spelling, use of capitals am] punctuation must
be rigidly and persistently cultivated.

Etymology.—Nou n si com nit >ii and proper., number, person, ease and gender of nouns
and pronouns to be taught as tonus of the written expressions of thought.

Syntax.—Analysis of sentences by questioning. Subject, predicate and adjective
modifiers of subjects.

Fifth Grade—First Term,

: pupils in

Syntax.—Continue analysis.' Analysis has for its purpose the closest possible dis-
minatiou of thought, expressed by written or printed language.

Fifth Grade—Second Term.

Composition.—Progress in composition is marked by the ease, accuracy, rapidity and
legibility. b\ » hieh a pupil puis hi> thuug nt upon paper. |i is also marked by continually
improving legibility, gained only by the ability to make sii Hi lines rapidly. Expression
of though, by writing should be a very important fact, ir in all lessons. Pupils should be
ready to « rite instantly.

Rules.—Whenever a rule of language, orthography, etymology or syntax will aid
pupil- in i he expression of thought, write the rule upon the blackboard, and have pupils
learn and use it.

» Etymology.—Teach verbs, adjectives and ailverbs.
Syntax.—Analysis of simple sentences. Train pupils to use the dictionary.



Fifth Grade—Third Term.

Composition.—Dictation drills, when necessary ; oral spelling: to be used as an aid in
spelling', proper, or writ Ion spolli ng. For subjects of composition, see " Suggest ions and
Directions for Teaching Language" The opportunities lor teaching composition are
countless; the teacher should know how to use them.

Syntax.—Analysis; modif* nig phrases and c lauses; conjunctions and prepositions.
Kitles. Have pupils learn and use all the rules innno.liatelv necessary tor better

thought and accurate expression.

Sixth Grade—First Term.

Syntax.—Analysis of sentences 1

Etymology.—Ability I

studied.
Composition.—Make writing and speech of equal importance in the evolution of

... Study carefully, and
apply all previous directions in this course, when necessary.

Sixth Grade—Second Term.

SYNTAX.—Continue analysis id sentences. All true analysis of sentences is analysis
of thought. The thought analyzed should be directly related to the subjects of thought.

Composition.—The examination of the work done in the study of the subjects
should be reviewed by writing. The tests of improvement in composition are enhanced
legibility, accuracy, case and rapidity . and also the amount of writing that can be done
in one period.

Examinations.—Have tretinoin written examinations.
Etymology.— Relative pronouns.
Highest test of all character is trustworthiness.

Sixth Grade—Third Term.

Syntax.—Analysis of selected literature. Analyze thought by quickly discerning
subjects, predicates and modifiers.

Etymology.—Review of parts of speech.
Composition.— Dictation drills, when necessary. Oral spelling to be used in aid of

accuracy in writing.
Derivation of Words—Elementary lessons in the derivation and historv of words.
Rule.— Use any rule necessary for the immediate expression of thought.

Seventh Grade—Second Term.

Syntax.—Teach the most practical rules of syntax. Continue analysis. Parse sen-
tences in literature, read and studied.

Composition. See previous directions.
Derivation of Words. -Moaning of prefixes and sutlixes. Dictation drills, oral

spelling, and drills in spelling lists of words, if necessary.

Seventh Grade—Third Term.

Eighth Grade—First Term.

Grammar.—A review of all work done in previous grades. Use of "Meiklejohn's
English Language." Review of parts of speech and taeir relations.

Derivation of Words.—Guide, •Meikle,,,,hn '.-. English Language."
Composition.—See all previous instructions in this course Dictation drills, oral and

written spelling, when necessary.

Eighth Grade—Second Teem.

Grammar—Review of analysis. Use of text book.
Derivation of Words.— Use of textbook.
Composition.—Continued.
Examinations.—Have written examinations frequently. Pupils of this grade should

be able to write very rapidly and accurately, and at the same time express profitable
thought. All lessons and topic's should be reviewed by writing.

Eighth Grade—Third Term.

Grammar.—To be taught in connection with literature. All practical rules of gram-
mar are to be [.radically acquired.

Composition. -Rules for composition and the simple rules of rhetoric.
Review.—Review and strengthen the work of the entire course.
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liB-T Grade- First Trio

they write.
Phonics.—Pronounce slowly, names ot objecis near a! hand and have pupils touch nr

point to the objects.

First Grade—Second Term.

Preparation.—Make the basis of all reading- and writing- exercises simple and
elemental-!- lessons upon seietiee, history and literature istoriesi, and training in music,
modeling, painting find drawing-.

Begin the tii-st steps when the pupil's mind is readv to hi tend to writ t en words.
Script Hi, mono.— Write words upon the blackboard, erase and have pupils tell what

you wrote. Introduce new words under the stimulus of intense interest. Always write
sentences when pupils can read them easily.

Writing—Make :t groal ditleienco between pupils who are quick and attentive ami
those who are slow. lie very careful not to discourage the latter.

Phonics. --Lead pupils to pronounce simple words slowly.
Print -

I leg in reading print just as soon as the pupils, or group ol pupils, read easily

from the blackboard, anil arc capable of taking! ho iniportai-i step. Exact indications of
readiness to begin print, cannot be given, the ic,« -her must decide with each pupil.

SCRIPT. --Continue lessons upon the blackboard. Have lessons in print and writing
closely related. Have pupils write upon the blackboard and paper what t hoy read in

print. Lead pupils to continually improve their writing- in ease, rapidity and legibility

Short exercises in oa.-v pencil an- 1 pen movements.
Attention.—Cult i\ ate assiduous^ the three modes of attention: observation, hear-

ing language and writing. Relate the modes ,,f attention in every lesson and exercise.
Have pupils tell what I hey observe, write what t hey observe, and read about that which
they observe. Have pupils tell what they hear, write what they hear, and lead about that
which they hear. Have pupils read what they write.

Oral Heaping.—When pupils begin to read from print, do not limit their renoing to

anything, except their actual ability to read. Give pupils plenty of interesting and profit-

able reading matter.
Phonics- Continue slow pronunciation. Have pupils pronounce words slowly.

Also relate the slow pronunciation to writing and leading. Write lists cl words in phonic
order and have the pupils pronounce them slowly.

Preparation.—All exercises \ u reading and wi-itmg should spring directly from the
thought evolved ill all lessons. When a new ito a pupib oral word is used as ;, ii,rc-in
ot thought expression, it should be written immediately upon the blackboard.

Three means ot inti-n-i lying though! in reading:
1. Telling the though! in the pupil's own words.
2. Expressing the thought by writing.
3. Oral reading.

Adapt the means io the ability of the pupil.
Concentration.—Have a, 1 tin- reading it po-sihlei concentrated upon the subjects

taught.
Phonics. -Continue slow m enunciation. Write lists of words in phonic order and

have pupils pronounce them slowly.

Second Grade—Second Tehm.

Suggestion.—Whenever a pupil can read a selection isilentlyi and cannot express
the thought in the words of the author or is obliged to struggle too in uch. in all em | a ing
to read orallv, always lead 111 in to express the thought in his own language. Have pupils
write that which they read, using their own language.

Desk ami Home Heaping.—(live pupils alemy ol interesting reading in school and at
home and require them to tell what they read.

Phonics.— Have pupils write lists oi word- in phonic order, and then have the pupils
pronounce them slowly.
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Second Grade—Third Term.

Phonics—Correct indistinct enunciation mid mistakes in pronunciation by slow pro
ninii'ialioii. Write lists of wonts ill phonies ami have pupils pronounce them.

Tests up Progress. Pupils in this term should lie able to read with ease frond selec-

tions in any lirst reader. Limit their reading matter only to their ability to read

81
'literature.—Train pupils to read'orally and to recite some fine selections in litera-

ture; one selection each mouth.

Third Grade -First Term.

Preparation.—AH the reading matter should grow out of the necessity found in

teaching subjects.
, a . . A .

Phonics.—Pupils should be able to pronounce slowly any word pronounced by the

teacher and written upon the I.lack hoard.
Writing.— Have pupils write, in their own language the lessons read.

Talking.-! lave pupils tell what they read in their own language.
((km. 1(E MUM).— Have pupils read era I l.l 1 1

lose select ions 111 which they can express

the thought hy reading orally with ease and good elocution.

Third Grade—Second Term.

Concentration.—Teach by writing all words evolved in all lessons.

PHONICS, -Test the ability to pronounce readily words that pupils have never before

'(Vi'tVi',' 'kkmiinc—Never allow a pupil to read a sentence orally that he has not first

read isilenth i. Demand natural reading. Natural reading springs ,|i red ly and uncon-

sciously I mm the instantaneous impulse uf thought. Correct all mistakes without im-

peding the thought action. ....., ..... *.-_...-_ _-_,-.

Talking. Train pupils to read (silently) with rapidity, x. c, to grasp the thought
without thinking ol the words. ..

Literature.—Study carefully one line selection ol poetry or prose each month.

Third Grade—Third Term.

Test of Progress.—The ability to read orally at sight, good selections from any
M

' 'silent ash Home Reading.—Furnish pupils with plenty of reading matter, and have
them tell vim what they read.

Three means of watching mental act am in teaching reading:

Fourth Grade—First Term.

Study with great care all the preceding direotii

,s needed liv individual pupils, without regard to directlc

any results for grained. The ability and power ol the pupil are the only results which
should determine the next step with him.

.

Writino. -Train pupils to reproduce by writing, the thought acquired in reading.

Talking.—Have pupils read isilentlyi as quickly as possible, a story or a description.

and then have them tell w hat I hey have read. ... ,

Oral Reading.- Never allow pupils to try to express a thought by oral reading, until

they have the thought to be expressed.

Fourth Grade—Second Term.

ot llcrs, ol inaMiig uio-e a i ooiim in- ml i.n... . ........ ....... . . .-., ... . . v...~...^. - - .......

it is a ] plan to have all pupil-, except the reader, close t heir book- mid listen. < all on
pupils who have been li-lcmng. to tell what they have heard. For the purpose of develop-

ing the right motive it i- a profitable, device to have only one book, and that an interesting

8
"?'. 'nc'e'v. kation'.-So far as possible, have all the reading bear directly upon the sub-

3
'

Talking'.—When the reading is too difficult for oral reading, have pupils read (silently),

and then tell what they read in their own language.

Fourth Grade—Third Term.

Test of Progress—The ability to read orally, at sight, any good selection in a third

"
'"literature.—Give special drills in expression, by teaching one excellent piece of

poetl'V each month. It possible, have the selection related to the subjects taught.

Subjects Taught.—Have reading lessons in geography, science and history. All

reading should be the best :
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Fifth Grade.—First Term.

Test ofAbilityto Read.-
Ihcu have them write t lie story
and then have them tell what tnev ha\ road.

Relation iif Heading hi Sciuects.— Make your selections lor reading from the
subjects taught, history, geograpln . ant li luetic and science.

literature.—Teach one ezoellent selection of poetry each montli.
Backward Pupils, -tiivc o-pooial attention to pupils who have hitherto tailed to

learn to read well. When a pupil -.tumMe-. or roads orally u ithout expression, have him
drop oral reading for a time; have him read (silently) and then tell what he has nail.

Fifth Grade.—Second Term.

Modes of Expression.—Have continually exercises in writing, speaking and oral
reading as means of intensifying the thought, gamed by silent reading'.

Pronunciation.—Give special lessous iu enunciation and pronunciation, when

Fifth Grade.—Third Term.

Test of Progress.—til Ability to read orally with natural expression any good selec-
tion from the fourth reader.

(21 Ability to read isilentlyi a selection and reproduce the thought bv writing.
Motive in Oral Reading.— Develop strongly in pupils the motive, to make every-

one within hearing understand the thought expressed.

Sixth Grade.—First Term.

• this grade, the reading should

shows, however, that mauy pupils do
-hould be, never to continue a bad habit. If a pupil cimstantlv stumbles in oral reading,
or reads in a purely media ideal manner, drop all oral reading for a lime with him, and
train him to read isilent lyi and tell what lie has read either orally or by writing.

Study of Text.—The study of text is intensified reading -reading in which the
thought becomes clearer and more distinct by closer attention than in ordinary reading.— reproduce that which they study, orally and

Sixth Grade.—Second Term.

Study.—Use reading as a mode of studying all subjects.
Literature.—Have pupils read and recite one excellent selection in fine literature

each month.
Concentration.—Bring all reading matter to bear upon the enhancement of the sub-

jects taught.
Analysis. -Use grammatical analyse as a means of closely ana ly/.ing the t hi night in

reading and studying. Pupils should learn to analyze by closely examining the thought
expressed in selections worth studying.

Study.—The test of reading is the ability to understand the text iu all the
adapted to the grade.

-Drill pupils to read orally, one select ion of prose or poetry each
"king, writing and ora
of printed language under

Seventh Grade.—First Term.

Analysis of Thought.—Use grammatical analysis as a means of close and discrimi-
nating thought.

Study.—Train pupils to study their lessons, with the closest at lent ion, and then have
them tell or write in their own language what they have read or studied.

Elocution'.—Select pieces especially adapted to arousing the best emotions in pupils
and train them to read i orally) the selections with dramatic expressions.

Seventh Grade.—Second Term.

Motive.—Develop the motive on the part of pupils to make the hearers understand
the thought expressed bv oral reading.

STUDY.—Continue the close scrutiny of thought by teaching grammatical analysis.
Backward Pupils.—Do not re. pi ire oral reading from pupils who have formed habits

of stumbling, through fear ot pronouncing the words incorrectly. Ha ve such pupils read
isilentlvi and then tell you what they have read. After many exercises iu this direction.
have them read orally, easy selections.
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Seventh Grade—Third Term.

theui
Economy of Work.—Concentrate)

history, geography, arithmetic and
the reading- upon the subjects el thought,

poetry, and recite them.

Eighth Grade—First Term.

Tests.—Test, pupils in the quick and clear i i prehension of I Iu.ii-jIiI l>v reading and
study of text. Test the oral leading liy giving pupils select ions for silent stuuy, anil
after sullieieiit time have I hem read the selection orally.

Elocution.— All naturalness and power in oral reading, depend upon the uncon-
sciousness on the pari of the reader ol the words he utters, and his manner and attitude
of expression.

Study.—Make grammatical analysis a means of comprehending thought. Concen-
trate all read inu' upon subjects of study.

Tests hf Power in Thinking uv Means ok Printed La notace.— (live short exer-
cises in silent study, and then require pupils to tell or write the thought they have

Eighth Grade—Second Term.

Literature.—Use excellent literature to cultivate the highest and. best emotions.
Read that literal lire which bears directly upon the subjects studied, history, science and
geography.

I'ls'is. What, and how much, do pupils read without suggestion on I he part of t he
tea, eer - Is ihe pupil developing a genuine taste for the best reading- How much
original reseat el i in books does the pupil make?

Eighth Grade—Third Term.

Eight years of good
lan-unje as a means of
good leading and earnes
elegance in oral reading
legible writing. It should
give them a strong desire

phere are we to lay the bla

ELOCUTION AND THE DELSARTE SYSTEM OF EXPRESSION.

Professional Training class.

FIRST TERM.

Carriage and bearing of the
body.

Breathing exercises.
The Dclsarte decomposing

Is and

i and

SECOXJI TERM. THIRD TERM.

Reading, application ef
force, pitch and quality.

Kecom posing exercises.

Reading.
Recoinpo-iug exercises.
Expressive use of the body.
Studv of the emotions.
Pedagogics of elocution.

NUMBER AND ARITHMETIC.

Professional Training Class.

First Term.

Psychology of number and arithmetic,
of number and ant liuietic to figures—and t

Arithmetic defined. Psychological relation of
mental power of numbering to the knowledge of
act through matter.

Relation of number and arithmetic to obsi
reasoning

Relatii
and energy: size, (lines,

notation and
of number to

and

rithmetic. Relation
1. Number denned.

ntlunetie. Relation of the
i energy and its laws, which

and processes

Energy, (force, weight, fir

Rations of matter
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Ethical relations of number or equivalents of value, (money and substitutes lor
money i.

Relations of number ami arithmetic to subjects of thought ; geography, science nail
history.

Relation of number ami arithmetic to concept ivo modes of expression: music, mak-
ing, (architecture, construction of maehuierv, utensils, etc..) modeling, map-making and
drawing.

Practical use of number and arithmetic.
Intellectual use ot number and arithmetic.
The five operations in n u in tier examined and com]. a red: divis partition, subtrac-

tion, multiplication and addition.
The factor- in each operation defined: What, c

be done with a number of numbers? Operations
thoroughly discriminated.

Second Term.

Derived operations in number.
Division: tractions, decimals, percentage, interest, denominate numbers, ratio "nd

proportion, involution.
Partition: tractions, decimals, percent ace, interest, denominate numbers, ratio and

proportion.
Subtraction: fractions, decimals, percentage, interest, denominate numbers,

involution.
Multiplication: fractions, decimals, percentage, interest, ratio and proportion,

evolution.
Addition: fractions, decimals, percentage, denominate numbers, processes with

figures.
Addition, short and long multiplication, short and long division, subtraction.
Proces-e- with figures in derived operat ions :— tractions, decimals, percentage, inter-

est, denominate numbers, rat hi and proportion, square root, cube root.
Development of automatic remembrance of facts in number and processes with

figures.
Investigation of number thinking with subjects of thought, geographv. (imagination

if dimensions, area-, comparison of heights. Comparison ol population, products, etc.

I

Science: (weighing, measuring, classifying, force, limitations of time.)
History: i time, dates, epochs, events, etc.)
Use of ordinal numbers, Roman characters.
Investigation of derived operation- in number and arithmetic: fractions, decimals,

metric system, percentage, interest, denominate numbers, incn-uration, ratio and propor-
tion, evolution and involution.

Third Term.

Pedagogics of Number and Arithmetic.

First Hypothesis.—Can an adequate knowledge of number and arithmetic, be
iciiuiredin the study of subjects of thought: science, geogranhv and historv together
with the exercises m-ce—arv lor the acquisition ot skill m the modes ot expression:'

Second Hypothesis.—Should the laets ot number and the processes with figures be
iC'iuired by themselves without the closest relational their practical use, for alter use in
practical thought :

observation, imagination ami reasoning?
When should a child begin to learn number?
How should a child begin to learn number?
What general limit at ions should be made in each grade in the study of number?
Should the five onerations be taught together?
Should each operation be taught bv itself and not in immediate relation to the other

operations?
If so, what should be the order of leaching? Why?
When should figures be taught?
What are the relations ol figures to numbers?
What arc the psvehoiogical processes of adding, subtracting, dividing, multipl ving

with figures?
What are the differences between the operations of division and partition?
What are the differences between the figure processes of di\ i-ion and partition?
How should language he developed by teaching number and arithmetic?
What ist he logical arrangement lor teaching of the operations— i fractions, decimals,

etc. i, derived from the five fund a mental operations?
Is the usual arrangement ot these derived operations pedagogical?
Discussion term by term of the course of study in number and arithmetic for the

Practice School.
What should be the limits of automatic remembrance in numerical faots and pro-

The Language of Number and Arithmetic.

When should definitions ami rules be taught?
Can the pupils be taught to make then- own definitions and rules?
What is the use of definitions and rules?
Discuss the- practical use of each fundamental and derived openuion in number and

arithmetic.
Discuss the practical use of processes with figures.
Can number and arithmetic be made intensely interesting to children?
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VOCAL MUSIC-PROFESSIONAL TRAINING CLASS.
Music is the highest poetical expression of thought and feeling, and it is in a high

degree valuable in fixing thought gained through channels of observation and reason.
Tne traiiquilizitig and harmonizing cll'ecl ol music is very useful in the school room

in the blending ot various elements ol character.
Cultivation of sense of rhythm, and its ell eel upon the character in the direct ions of

punctuality and order.
Sense ot pitch being cultivated quickens observation in realm of sound, and improves

Beautifying the voice has a retlex action upon
the character. The ideal ol a beaut II ul tone ever-present in the mind tend.- to concept ions
of universal beauty. All artis one.

_ jry of music
Major and m ill. ir scales, their intervals and relation- to each other. The i rinds of each

Theory of music necessary to the reading of all songs in one, two, three and four

scale tone, and chords of the seventh and ninth found in the major and minor scales.
study of rhythms.

Exercises for gaining thorough control of the breath in singing.
Work in voice culture, to establish the three registers, and to gain a clear, bright,

nominal tone. The st inly of the ideal lu.it— the tone capable of expressing the beautiful.
Its different colorings for the expression of varying thoughts and emotions.

In the singing of songs, which are to be oho-en with regard to musical excellence, as
well as to fitness of subject, the art ir illation of the words of the text, and the proper dec-
lamation of the same. Phrasing. Musical style.

The entire course in music has tor its purpose the preparation of teachers to teach
that subject in the common schools of Cook County.

COURSE OF STUDY IN VOCAL MUSIC-PRACTICE SCHOOL.
First Grade—First Term.

Breathing exercises.
Simple exercises in rhythm.
Major scale considered as a unit.
Sections of major scale ascending and descending from tonic (do) as preparative for

singing intervals. Skip of the octave.
Simple exercises tor limbering jaw.
Songs with special attention to phrasing, declamation and enunciation of text and

style. Also to the production of a clear and beautiful quality of tone.

Second Term.
Breathing exercises, exercises in rhythm.
Intervals ols aid, third, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh—found between tonic idol

and other scale tones.
Arpeggios of common chord of the major scale i.lo, mi, sol, do) in three positions.
Exercises for limbering tongue and jaw as before. Songs.

Third Term.
Absolute pitch names: C, D, E, F, etc.
Sing descending passages of five tones is, f, in. r, .1), beginning on G and ascending to F,

chromatically with nm, ma, may, me,
lo, la, lay, le,

no, na, nay, nc.

Second Grade—First Term.
Introduction of symbols of pitch and length of tones—staff with clef, and the whole

note and rest.
Simple reading exercises in key of C.
Exercise for tone-placing—skips of octave with alt-oh, all-awe and ah-ah.
Breathinge xeiviscs and songs.

Second Term.
Intervals found in major scale reckoned Iron each scale tone separately.
Arpeggio- of each triad found in the major scale (do, mi, sol, do), re. fa, la. re; m, s, t,

m ; f , 1. d, f , etc.
Breathing exercises, songs, etc., as before.

Third Term.
Easy exercises in double and triple time.
Ascent, time marks, bar and double bar.
Introduction of half and quarter notes and rests.

Third Grade-First Term.
Ascending octaves and descending scales with vowels ah-oh, ah-awe, and ah-ah, for

beautifying and evening the middle register.
Analysis of scale—tone ami half-tone, (i major'scale.
Successions of five chromatic hall-tones sung as a melody with words, also with

syllables.
Songs and I. leal lung exercises.

Second Term.
Reading exercises in quadruple and sextuple time. Eighth and sixteenth notes and

rests. The dot. The tie and the hold.
Same voice exercises as before. Songs and breathing exercises.

Third Term.
Scale of D major.
Easy exercises in organ point.
Chromatic half-tones as before, dividing the scale into three sections and singing each

separately as a melody.
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Fourtb Bb ui, First Term.
A major.
Chromatic soak', ascending an. I . 1< •-<- n. 1 : nj-; . wit li a.-peggi.i- ami descending scales.

Keep high voice clear ami lice ami the medium rcgistoi >iiinn.\e.| ,i itli chest tones.
Songs ami breathing i'vcivm^.

Second Term.
E major.
Easy canons.
Voice exercises, etc . as before.

Third Term.
11 major.
Skips fn.iii the tonic to dillcreiit pitches in aromatic Mala-
gasy canons.

Fifth Grade—First Term.
Natural succession of clear ami somber vowels e. a. a. ah. oo, oh. awe, ah.
Exercise- in articulation with all vowels ami consonants.
Exercises in F and U

:
..

Easy part songs.
Second Term.

KeyofBk
Part songs, voice exercises, songs as heretofore.

Third Term.
Dynamic signs. Terms, description of IKeyofE... Dynamic signs. Terms, description of tempo and styh nlMiis.tif.

Sixth Gr>de—First Term
Arpeggios of il.au ina nt seventh chord isol, tc, re, fa), in ilitl'ercnt positions.
Arpeggios of dominant ninth chord isol, te, re, fa, la), in different positions

Second Term.
Staccato and legato. A':> major scale.
Various seventh chords.
Part songs.

Third Term,
As before.

Seventh Grade—First Term.
II . major scale.
Relative miner scales (harmonic).
Two and three part songs.

Second Term.
Intervals of the minor scale.
Contrast of major and minor scales.
Exercises in articulation. Songs and breathing exercises.

Third Term.
Tone coloring. Pongs to bring out various -luahties of tone.
Arpeggios ot various minor chords.

Eighth Grade—First Term.

Second Term.

Third Term.
; clef. Reading in the same.

GEOGRAPHY-PROFESSIONAL TRAINING CLASS.

FIRST TERM.

Deli ii it ions of geography.
Psychology ot observation,
imagination and infer-
ence in relation to geog-
raphy.

Pedagogic:- of teaching pri-

mary geography.
Study of the river basin.
Study of characteristic
types ot surface forms as
results of particular geo-
logical processes.

Structure of South Amer-
ica and North America.

Modeling in sand and chalk
modeling of all surface

Relation of geography to
physics.

Training of skill i" black-
board drawing ami m.nl-
eling.

SECOND TERM.

Study of continents—Eura-
sia (Europe and Asia', Al-
rica and Australia.
Study of island structure.
Comparison ot continents

in structure and drain-
age.

Relation of geography to
history:

Effects of geograph-
imentsical

on eivili.

ttion o
graphical know!
edge to memory.

Distribution of heat ot
the earth's surface.

Relation of number, arith
metic and form t. "
study of geography.

THIRD TERM.

Distribution of air: winds;
ocean currents.

Distribution of moisture:
rainfall.

Distribution of soil.

1 hstributioti of plant life.
Distribution of animal lite:

races of men.
Anthropology and »tlinti!.ixv
Politii-al geography.
Development of civilization
Studies of the gcograpln ol

China, India. Syria Egypt.
Greece. Italy. Spain. S.-au-

danivia aud Great Britain
in relation to history.

the
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COUBSE IN SCIENCE.

The course of study in elementary science, herewith presented, is rounded upi >n the

theory that, from tlic beginning, through a development along unbroken lines of all his

thoughts iiluuit nature, the child's horizon should be constantly and symmetrically

enlarged; that actual advance is marked only by Increasing acuteness In observation,
conclusion and more refinement in expression. In early years the

hut glimpses, real glimpses however, of the great problems presented by

nature to the human mind, and they arouse euriosiiy and arrest attcntinn. To deepen
this curiosity into thoughtful interest, to have a care that the child's mind be provided
with the g 1 grain of great thoughts rather than the light chaff of little words, i- the

function of the teacher and the school. Small thought in great type is not the proper
nourishment for childhood. In selecting topics, tin 're I ore, for this course of study, there

has been no hesitation in choosing those -which under some other theory ol education
might seem to ho too ditlicult for elementary work. It must he the constant aim of t he

teacher to build upon the individual experience of each child, and it is not practicable to

show within a useful approximation the work done by each grade. The judgment of the

teacher must decide this iu each case. Elementary science work properly done will do

much to overthrow the chain-gang 6ystem of class-work routine and the evils id' arbitrary

gradation. When the teacher begins to deal with the individual pupil, the school is at

once resolved into as many grades as there are pupils, and promotion takes place every

day.

Experience would seem to indicate that the economical way to do elementary science

work is to provide one room, at least, in each building, with properly constructed tables

and other articles of a special equipment. This is far cheaper and in most respects more
satisfactory than it would be to equip each room, cumbered as it is with desks and books.

The conclusion is also justified that the work must be quantitative, as far as possible,

from the beginning; that is, the pupil must determine, not approximately, but exactly, the

limits of the observation upon which his conclusions are based. It is of the utmost
importance, therefore, that the pupils be provided with all practicable means for measur-

ing lengths, areas, volumes, bulk and for weighing small quantities. This makes ele-

mentary number work absolutely necessary.

It is the aim of the work done in the primary and grammar grades of this 6chool to

have the pupils make an intelligent study of the phenomena of nature, and to render these

phenomena intelligible through a carefully selected list of experiments performed in the

laboratories. Above the second grade, the work is so planned as to give during each week
two regular observation or la I 'oratory lessons, otic written lesson, one lessotl in drawing,

painting, modeling, or making, one in science reading, one lesson by a practice teacher

from the Professional Training Class, and one study hour. In the first and second grades,

the lessons are shorter and more frequent. With the Professional Training ("lass, an
effort is made to show the relation of the development of the child's mind to its physical

environment, aud to give some insight as to how the rich materials gathered from the

realm of nature may be best utilized as subjects of study.

Wilbur S. Jackman.
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HISTORY AND LITERATURE-PROFESSIONAL TRAINING CLASS.

Basis: The continuity of civilization; opinions, habits ami institutions

age the result of the forces of the past; history a study of causes and rest

Fonnftt'n of t

Birth and growth
ofmyth.

\*o central!/
Relation to

Orient.

Idea, " Incorponi- or Teutonic hloi
unit without Kcp- "Inc.orponu'n win
resontation." Iicpresentit '

Kclaiion to Greece Democratic.

Imagination. 3. Judgment. i. Moral Nature

Actual contact with Realization of thepast Discrin
material. where observation gard t

cannot be used.

Force of example.
Feeling of responsi

liility developed.
Emotions aroused.
Tastes directed.

Adaptation of subjects to successive stages of growth. Method-

I. Investigation. II. Vl

Material:
a Sources — Geography, monu-

ments, relics, art, records,

b Authorities.

3. Independent study.

2. Discussion.

3. Criticism.

.".. Presentation of new
the teacher.

6. Lectures.

7. Enlarged research.

First Term. Second Term. Third Terj:

1. Primitive' man

iriental nations, or
nesting-places of his-

tory, as Egypt and
Assyria.

6. Modern poems -doming
the influence of the
myth.

1. Oriental nations, or
nesting-places of his-

tory, as China, India.

2. Grecian history.

3. Reading of at least one
of the dramas of JEs-
chylus and one of
Sophocles or Euripi-

i. Roman history.

5. The Age of Virgil.

1. Medkeval history.

3. Dante's Divine Comedy
or other studies in
the same period.

4. Shelley's Prometheus,
or other studies in
the same period.
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HISTORY AND LITERATURE PRACTICE SCHOOL.

THIRD TERM

Myths and Fairy Sto-
ries,

nksgiving Day and

Mj ills .111,1 Fairy Sto-

Storles from tin- Odys-
863

Story of Agoonack,
from •' Seven Little
Sisters.''

Now Yi'ilrilllil Washing
t'n's Birthday Stories.

I'oclllS.

Myths mid Fairy Sto
ries.

Decoration Day ami
Fourth of July 8lo-
rles.

.<iu.lv ni the Indian.
Poems.

Myths ni Hiawatha.
Decoration Hay anil
Fourth of July Sto-
ries.

Poems.

Stories of Inventions
and Inventors.

Reading of "Soudder's
Fables anil Folk Sto-

F.arlv History of Chi-
cago.

Reading'of"Little Folks
of Other Lands."
"Si'M'il Little Sisters"
and "Each and All."

NorseStories from
Mythology.

Reading of " Robinson
Crusoe."

Poems.

The Pilgrims and 1'uri- i itlier Pioneer Sun us. Heading ol I)e Gnrmo's
tans. Reading of Hawth'ne's Tales of Troy and

HeadingofMiira Pratt's Wonder Hook and "Swiss Family Robin-
American Hist'v Sto- Tanglewood Tales. ' son."
rles. Vol. 1, and Rus- Poems. Poems,
kin's Kin*.- of the
Golden River.

Poems.

of North
America by the study
ofPre-Columbian His-
tory and Discovery
ami Exploration.

Heading' ot Litchfield's
The Nine Worlds and
Poems.

Study of French dlscev- English Discovery and
cry and exploration. Exploration.

History of Chicago. Rending of Kingsley's
Heading ol Longfcl- 111 k'lli'i'iiMnrii'S.iir

low's Hiawatha and "The Water linl.i.-,"

"The Stories Mother or Baldwin's Stories
Nature Told HerChil- of the Golden Age.
dren."

New York.
Reading of Longfel-
low's Miles Standish,
Irving'sRip Van Win-
kle and Sleepy Hol-
low.

The Revolutionary War.
In connection with the
Geography of Africa,
simple lessons on the
History of Egypt.

Keadingol Hawthorne's
Tales of the White
Hills and Church's
Stories from Herodo-
tus .selections).

roloniiil History, con-
tinued.

Following the Geogra-
phy of Asia, simple
lessons on the His-
tory of China, India
and Persia.

Reading of " Ten Boys
on the Road from
Long Ago to Now,"
and A Hunting of the
Deer (Warner).

The Revolutionary War,
continued.

The Critical Period.
Study of ChakUeu and
Assyria.

Reading of Rogozin'a
Chill. hen (seleetionsi.

Burrougb's Birds and
Bees, and Enoch Ar-

The French and Indian
War.

Reading of Longfel-
low's Evangeline and
Church's Stories from
the Iliad.

Review of the Growth The Civil War.
and Development of Since 1865.

the Union to the Civil Brief studies in the
War. History of Greece

Reading of 'Ulysses ana Rome.

The Growth and Devel-
opment of the Union
to the Civil War.

Simple lessons on the
Middle Ages.

Reading of Chaucer's
Stories. Scott's Lady
of the Lake, Lowell's
Vision of Sir Launflil.

Reading of
Poems.

Selections.

Pbiea
eians," Whitt c

Among the hills
other poems.

Eyes and Other
pers.

Reading of Plutarch's
Lives selections .Cur-
da' Prue and I, anil

Burrougb's Sharp
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MANUAL TRAINING- PROFESSIONAL TRAINING CLASS.

Manual training In pasteboard, wood sloyd and apparatus construction, i* to pre-

pare teachers d> to give regular courses in pasteboard ami wood sloyd; (2) to train pupils

to make apparatus needed in science and other teaching; (3) to be able to skillfully use
any method of teaching- and training that demands hand-work; (4) to cultivate a great

love and profound respect tor manna] labor.

PURPOSES OF MANUAL TRAINING.

1. The main purpose of manual training is to develop logical power by practical

sequences of construction that require an accurate knowledge of the exact relations oi

parts to each other, and each part to the whole.

•_'. Manual training develops the imagination by demanding the realization ol dis

tinct concepts.

:i. It trains the will in the steady persistence necessary to completely express a

concept.

4. Exercises in educative manual training are the most practical lessonB in form and
number.

">. The ethical or altruistic motive is cultivated by making each model of direct prac-

tical use, in the school, iu the home and otherwise.

6. Love and respect for manual labor is developed by the constant and sustained

emotion that the making and the maker are of direct and immediate use to mankind.

anliness and neatness are formed by educative hand-

8. Educative sloyd is the best possible physical training. It is found to bo an excel-

lent means of remedying nervousness and balancing the overstrain of purely intellectual

work.

9. Sloyd is an indispensable foundation and preparation for art studies.



SI
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PHYSICAL TRAINING-EXPLANATORY.

Professional Training Class.

The design of tlie work of this department is to better tit all participants in it to lead
a life of usefulness to their fellow -beings.

It is not designed mi-rely lor personal improvement and recreation, but with reference
to the future work of the teacher.

Through its influence the teacher shall attain that consciousness of power which
inspires courage to do right and which makes possible a quick resolution to act when
exigencies must be suited.

Health and strength are regarded as the basis for intellectual upbuilding.
The preparatory work embraces the study of rules of conduct of a school, of order,

correct standing and sitting habits, of proper carriage and bearing ot pupils in and out of
school.

This study, reviewing the best methods for securing promptness, aptness of person,
or class, in obeying commands, orderly arrangement and dismissal ol classes, energel ic

and graceful execution id' desirable movements, etc., is supplemented by a review of the
law,- governing Ireeiloin of motion; the best methods for school-room ventilation, dress.
habits.

The numerous school-house committees, selected with a view to engage all members
of the school in their turn in house-keeping duties, are governed in part by the rules
which result iu adoption after earnest discussion.

In the first term of the school year quest ions are selected for discussion on part of the
teachers and pupils that have a direct bearing on school and health habits, the main-
tenance of mental and physical health under \ a tying conditions.

The Theory ol I lymnasties is defined in accord with the best German writers on
Eduo.'ii lonal (.ymnnstics.

The pupil teacher, as is readily seen, should be able at the close of t he school year to
give a fair interpretation ol the work done m this department, either in the school-room,
yard, or hall, independently of any manual.

The teaching of groups in this work i calisthenics is commenced immediately upon the
opening of sciiool by members of the Prof. Training Class of the previous year, ot whom
a sullica tit number for all groups nave heretofore attended.

Theplati of work in detail for the entire school year for the Prof. Training Class, out-
lined in part only in the following pages, is as follows:

Firstly, illusiratiuusare given in the relation ot gymnastic work to other forms of
expression

; suggestions are made on incidental themes, embracing iiilorniation on phys-
ical culture. Information as regards methods and rules to be observed with regard to
gym nasi ic exercises, time lor exercises, order of exercises < progression i, in and out-door
work and play, ventilation in halls, corridors, rooms, is tegularly imparted.

All work centering in the work ol the Practice Scl I, t he same is arranged to suit the
group work outlined in another part of this report. In order to secure its correct adapta-
tion to the various grades of the school at the beginning and throughout the first term of
the year, charts, giving the cor red out line of the work for each grade, are posted tor the
- lidai

1 puril-
ed to fout the regular gymnastic periods, is elementary and designed to fully acquaint the

teachers with the resp. nomenclature. The work throughout this term is copied,
memorized and given during the practice-hour. Stress is laid upon its correct interpreta-
tion and execution. It is criticised according to a lormula handed the critic-teachers,
who also have a regular course in enlist hen ic work throughout the mont lis ot September
and Ueioher. besides part icipnt imr in the work of the so-called 'Volunteer classes.' Lack
of controlling power in this work, requiring in the beginning studious elfort on the part
of the pupil-teacher, necessitates a supplementary course on account ol inefficient work.
The critic teacher makingsuch report tiils such pupil-teacher's place with some other
member of the training class.

Pupil-teachers cannot go beyond the work outlined in the charts, in which a careful
progression is observed.

The general supervision, criticism and final direction is referred to Hie head of this
department, subject to the discussion and revision ol the whole corps of teacher6.

The following branches, to which reference is made in the other departments of the
school, conjointly with the gymnastic work proper, serve to convince the pupil-teacher of
the importance of physical education and furnish an adequate idea ol the resposibilitics
entailed:

Anthrop

The regular teaclars arc enjoined whenever a necessity appears tor it. to arouse then'
pupils by a short interval ol ealistbenie exercises- During each school session lu-l.i

minutes (the minimuim is devoted to these exercises The different grades, receiving
twice per week Jiir-tu minutes gymnastic exercises in the gymnasium under direction of
tin- special teacher are sullicientlv prepared for (he work designed in the monthly charts
for the guidance also of the teachers. The work of oaoh chart contains an outline for the
current month—one chapter of work per week. In the first term the group leader,
selected for gvmnastie work, lea. Is throughout one whole month, frequent changes uf

leaders not being deemed advisable at this stage of the work. The group leaders form a
special class for preparatory instruction.

The term closes with a criticism of the papers called for in which the various topics
discussed throughout I hi' same are reviewed.

Thescpapers invariably prove that the self-governing form ol the school already to

an extent influenced ..pinions that prevailed before attempts 10 utilize the many sugges-

tions made were seriously considered. To insure success iu directing exercises, for inst.



1 1 1 t-intr practice-teaching, when six urn-lit croups would In- in close proximity to each
other, or when exercising the large volunteer classes, that would meet for personal
improvement alter school hours, won hi alwav- entail a degree of governing power, that
would make the pupil- teacher quick to substitute remedial a us lor recognized failures.
Those who could not recognize their weaknesses, were invariably helped along by others
taking part in the work.

The tabulations of the smunl term, which arc also copied, contain the progression in
positions and changes oi posil ion t hat invariably precede other work ; they furthermore
contain the indieat ions only of I lie work proper I lie teachers themselves are now required
lo adapt to some form of combination of exercises- in t he outline of progression) required.
In this term nil pupil-teachers in a group teach gymnastics in turn, beginning with group
leader, the assistants of a group taking their turn in the following week. Work of the
preceding day should not be repeated in the sane form the following day.

Criticisms in all work, as correctness of commands in good Lnglisli. arranging and dis-
missing classes, order, choice and execution of exercises, bearing of pupils and teacher.

ssing and marching, arc freely given. Criticisms of pupil-teachers in command are
also indulged in by all members of a class present. In this manner the best possible u^u
of the time of the regular scl I periods is made.

A system of measurements adapted to the several grades, pai I lally begun Mst year, is

continued at present under the most unfavorable conditions. Not until the gymnasium,
which at (his writing seems to be an assured fact, stands well equipped, can satisfactory
results be icached in this work.

In addition to these measurements other tests considering si length, agility, etc., are
made at the close of the scliool-vear in the week preceding "field-day.

"

The last term is devoted to special work in the line of progression, to exercises and
drills with hand apparatus, light gymnastics, to order gymnastics (tactics) for school
discipline in and out-doors, to oul-d gymnastics. Discussion-, and criticisms of all

work, different methods are held, and some time is devoted to the games written by stud-
euts, their discussion, etc. Medical gymnastics, emergencies i first aid i are reviewed at
the close of the term.

Those ca jiable of t each iii" sections and divisions are now entrusted with classes con
sistingot one or more grades. This work done in the gymnasium lor Assembly Hall) is

always criticised hvunoor more of the advanced pupil-teachers. Such written criti-

cisms are given the special teacher, who compares the same with his own for discussion
with the pupil-teacher-, whereupon the pupil-teacher is required to write out a model-
lesson on light n\ inna-tics tor the school library.

Primary grades have about two hours per week for regular exercises; grammar
grades the same, with the exception ol those pupils who attend the grammar volunteer
classes alterschool, who, wf* 1-

teer classes, have about tiv

work of practice-teaching.

PHTSICAL TRAINING-PRACTICE SCHOOL.

First Grade—First Term.

ORDER EXERCISES.

Rising and Sitting Exercises-Fundamental Position. Resting Position. Pos. ' Rest'.—
Alignments: ranging according to size; the front rank. Hank rank.—Quarter fac-
ings.—Stepping, iforw.. backw., stdew.. with hand-clapping, first, last movement).—
Simple connections ilinkingiin front and Hank ranks.—Marching 'on place'.—Dis-
tancing, arm's length, in Hank ranks.

FIRST MOVEMENT EXERCISES-Preparatory.

ing.-
toldl

Positions executed to raii»iii»l. -Head; bending, turning—Shoulders: raising, mov-
-Arms: raising, tforw., upw . sidew.i; hands, grasped backw.; arms, bent to thrust;

ifded (forw., backw. i; hands oil umderi shoulders; on hips, chest, locked overhead,
behind head, backw., forw., (starting positions l. Trunk: bending, .forw., backw., sidew.i;
turning.- Legs: stepping motions iforw.. backw., sidew.i; raising, bending. -Feet : rais-

ing heels, toes. -Seat exercises: leaning backw,. hands behind bead ; silting erect.
Change of Positions—Moving head, trunk, shoulders, arms, legs, feet, from one posi-

tion to another.
Elemental v Exercises:—(simple exercises, executed with one member, or part of one

member oi tin body, as one leg, one arm {1. r„ in rhythm), two counts for each move-
ment). Head : bending, .forw., backw.. sidew.i; turning. Arms: raising, placing, straight-
ening, thrusting -Trunk: bending. . forw., backw., sidew.i; turning. Legs: knee-ben. Inn;

and raising; step, > .-stride pos.., (forw.. backw.. sidew.i—Feet, alternate raising of heels
and toes.

First Grade—Second Term.

See foregoing exercises. Add

:

Rising and sitting ex. on place, iturningseatsi. Formation of a line of ranks by stepping
forw. (front rank), si. low .Hank rank., and aligning 1 . r.— Formation of a line of ranks
by alternate facing.-.—Open class order, stepping forw , .sidew.i. each pupil of a rank
a given number ol steps.— Marching on place in conned ion with quarter facings.—
Marching on place, marking given steps of a number, by stamping, clapping
hands, etc.
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FIRST MOVEMENT EXERCISES.

See foregoing exercises. Add

:

Head: rolling, bowing.—Shoulders: shrugging.—Arms: starting pos. as ex. (doublet.—
Trunk: bending, with hands on -.boulders, or behind head. Legs: running, with anus
bent to thrust.— Feet: turning on the balls.

Breathing ex., with arm raising and lowering, (forw., sidew.i

Combinations.

Elementary exereises executed as combinations of simple movements, consecutively
executed, and as combinations of double movements consecutively executed, and as com-
bin.it ions of simple movements, simultaneously executed.

(Double exercises are executed with two like members of the body, as both arms,
bauds, legs, feet.)

First Grade.—Third Term.

See foregoing exercises. Add:
Rising and sitting ex., 1. and r—Marching of think ranks, r. angle.—Formation of ranks
by consecutive facings ,,i H given number of pupils upon reaching angle— Alignments
Of a column.— Marching si. lew. of flies in consecutive and simultaneous order.—
Alignment of flies and flank ranks in open order. Stepping forw., backw., sidew.,

eyes r„ (1), a given number of steps—Running, 'circuit.'

FREE MOVEMENT EXERCISES.

See foregoing exercises. Add:

'ni?e'a
bending, hands grasped forw., backw. - Hands, swinging up and down, sidew.,
positions of the anus.—Trunk: bending forw with hollow back larm pos.).—Legs:
knee-bending on tip-toe.

Breathing ex.: quick, hands stemmed firmly again st the hips (sides).

Plays.
COMBINATION'S.

Combination of elementary exercises.—Double movements, simultaneously executed.
Simple movements, intersected. Double movements, intersected. Simple exercises
of more than two motions.

Second Grade.—First Term.

See foregoing exercises. Add:
Alignments—dressing, covering—Marching forw., backw., a given number of steps.—
Formation of the circle lrom the front rank. Open and close circle, (distancing).—
Fcrmation of a line of ranks by taking arm po-it ions, etc., la given number in consec-
utive order). Distancing obliquely.

FREE MOVEMENT EXERCISES.—Preparatory.

See foregoing exercises. Add:
Positions.—Head: flowing,—Shoulders and arms, (hands on shoulders); raise elbows.
move forw., backw.; straightening, thrusting', moving, from starting pos. -Trunk
bowing.—Legs: raising, bending, r. angle; '..stride pos. forw., backw., sidew.—Feet
turning.— Scat exercises: arm and head movements.

Changes of positions.—Trunk-bending in K stride pos., forw., backw.

Combinations.

Elementary exercises:—Simple, executed 1„ r.. and alternately 1. and r.

Elementary exercises:— Double, executed with two like members of the bodj'. iboth
arms, feet, legs.)

Second Grade.—Second Term.

See foregoing exercises. Add:
Rising and sitting in connection with marching from pi. (class formation for marching
order, fire-drilb. Formation of a line of ranks by successive connections of a number,
linking.—npen class-order bv stepping forw.. sidew.. each pupil of a rank a given
number of steps. -Close class-order, opp. directions.—Marching on place in connection
with facings, and hand-clapping.

FREE MOVEMENT EXERCISES.

See foregoing exercises. Add:
Head: rolling, in half-stride pos.—Trunk: rocking, forw., backw., and sidew., 1, and r.—
Legs: turning feet to half-stride pos. sidew., rising on tip-toe: turning on heels in

half-stride pos. sidew -Running, raising heels backw.—Feet: close-stand pos.
Breathing exercises with chest percussion.
Plays.

Combinations.

Elementary exercises are executed as combinations Of simple movements, consecu-
tively executed: as c binations of double movements, consecutively executed; as com-
binations of simple movements, consecutively executed.



Second Grade.-Third Term.

See roregoing exercises. Add

:

Facings bi'hind desks.—Marching (if the Hank rank, speaking aloud a certain number of
agiven number of steps. -Marching on tip-toe. Simple step, short step, quick step.—
Counting in ranks in open order.—Running, furlong.— Halting.

FREE MOVEMENT EXERCISES.

See foregoing exercises. Add

:

Arms: turning, (forw., backw., sidew., 1„ r., outward, inward i, in dif. positions, (forw.,
upw , sidew., downw.i Hands: close, open, rub, in cliff, pos., arms Hexed, extended.
—Trunk : bending, downward.— Legs: turning on heels, toes, in half-stride pos. forw.,
1.. r., kneeling. Feet: close, part.

Breathing ex.: raise arms sidew., inhale: lower hackw., exhale.
Plays.

Combinations.

Combinations of elementary exercises:— I tnuble movements, simultaneously executed:
simple movements, intersected; double, ditto: simple e\. c>r more- than two motions.—
Combinations.

Third Grade—First Term.

See foregoing exercises. Add:
Alignments: dressing towards rank's center.—About-faoings.—Marching sidew. of
closed ranks. .Marching forward of Hank ranks, r. angle.— Marching to circle.—For-
mation of lines of ranks bv stepping forw. and backward, a lien lately. Formation of
acolumu of ranks from a line of ranks by successive wheeling. — Formation of a
column of ranks from a Hank line in consecutive order, while on a line of march.—
Connections.—Distancing: half, full distance, or a given number of steps.

FREE MOVEMENT EXERCISES.—Preparatory.

See foregoing exercises. Add:
Positions.—Head: rolling.—Shoulders and arms: arm circle overhead ; swinging: strik-

ing from starting pos., (arms Hexed i; raising in two dill, directions simultaneously.—
Trunk: bending in oblique directions.— Legs: swinging, turning, bending to acute
angle: stride-pos. forw., backw., sidew.— Feet: turning.—Seat and desk ex.: Trunk
leaning, bending, si, lew., forw..backwi.

Changes of pos.—Trunk turning, bending, in --stride pos. forw.

COMBIN

Elementary exercises:—Simple, executed I, r., and alternately. Simple and double,
executed alternately.

Elementary exercises: Double, are executed with two members, or two parts of like

members of the body, ihoth arms, both hands).—Arms: raising, swinging. Hexing, extend-
ing.—Legs: bending, extending.

Third Grade.—Second Term.

See foregoing exercises. Add

:

Rising and marching to 'class-order;' Order: 'in ranks.'—Formation of a line of ranks
by counting.—Win cling. -Distancing sidew. in a from rank by marching lorw., linked
order. Close order bv closing intervals I., r., towards centre. -Marching on place in

connection with about facings.—Marching on place, facing on the first of a given
number of steps.

FREE MOVEMENT EXERCISES.

See foregoing exercises. Add:
Head: pressing backw. against hands in pos.—Trunk: turn-bending forw.—Legs:
turning. Hexing backw. -Feet: rocking, striking heels, toes, together, stamping.—
Legs and tcct: rising on tiptoe, bending knees in '

; -stride pos. sidew. Running, clap-
ping hands on the first of a given number of steps.

Breathing ex. with head-bending backw.
Plays.

Combinations.

Exercises are executed as combinations of simple and double movements, simulta-
neously. and as combinations of double movements, consecutively, also as combination
of movement- executed in consecution i intersected).
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Third Grade -Third Term.

See foregoing- exercises. Add:
Hang-and steni-exeivises between desks. -Formation of curved lines ('--circle, circle
in front and flank, by alternate forming I. an. I r.—Counter-marching of Hank ranks;
oblique marching.—Counting off in flies in open order.— Marching ex. of a column,
(linked order!: change step, etc.—Running, halting.—Column close-order.

FREE MOVEMENT EXERCISES.

See foregoing exercises. Add

:

Shoulder: circling.—Arms: Hinging ifn.tn hands on chest, or on sh..; circling sidew.

—

Forearms: striking.— Hands: circling.—Trunk: turn-bonding baekw.—Legs: raising
thighs, knees, forw., upw.t stepping-motions with opp. knee bent; liopping-ex. on
both feet: running on place, swinging legs forw. -Seat and desk exercises: oblique
alignments 1. r.. (arm movement, writing ex.)

Rreathingex.: arm circle overhead. ,iuring a given nuniiicr of counts.
Plays.

Combinations.

an two motions, exc-

Fourth Grade.— First Term.

See foregoing exercises. Add:
Alignments.—Counting off.— Wheeling in successive and simultaneous order, (quarter,
half circles.-- Tran>f. >ruiat ions of a line of Hank ranks to a column of front ranks, In-

forming 1. ir.i in the ranks i following).-- Ma rolling forw. of a column, r. angles.—-March-
ing sidew. lalignmcnti in close-order.— Formation of a column of two files from aline
in flank running from place: Formal ion of a body of ranks .while on a line of march l

by simultaneous quarter wheelings of two or more ranks at a given place.—Distancing
a given number of paces, from a centre.

FREE MOVEMENT EXERCISES.

See foregoing exercises. Add

:

Arms: placing in angular pos., bent upw., torw.: raising b
bending in stride-pos. sidew.— Legs and feet: stepping motions on tip-t

about ion balls of feet .; rocking on tip-toe: running with knee-bending.
Breathing ex. : Hands on hips, bending head backw.

Simple, executed, 1, r., and alternately. Simple and double.

Fourth Grade —Second Term.

See foregoing exercises. Add

:

Marching forw. of a front line lof ranks! a given number of steps, and wheeling to a
column in front.—Wheeling to ..pen order.— Forming of front to Hank, Hank to front
ranks, by forming next tirst or last, or behind 1. or r. (following..— Formula f a col-
umn from a line in front, successive wheelings, passing line in front.—Counter-
marching of a column. -counter-marching, r. angle-marching of flank ranks of a
column.— Formations of two columns marching in opp. directions, by successive
wheelings of one or more rank-, at a given place, in alternate order. Cniting of col-
umns to a colonnade.— Distancing .nit ward, lull distance, by forming, pacing rear.—
Circling in open order of odd or even files; same odd and even files simultaneously.

FREE Gl'MNASTICS.-LIGHT GYMNASTICS.

See preceding exercises . Add

:

Arms: thrusting in connection with circling.—Facings, with arms crossed, hands
grasped.— Dumb-bell ex.— Legs: balance movement-: inarching. Hexing backw.. rais-
ing knees.— Marching long distance, .lumping, running. Feet: rocking on tip-toe
in step, '.-stride, stride-pos.. sidew., forw.

Breathing exercises: Rise on tip-toe. bending anus, hand- grasped backw., and inhale:
straighten arms and lower heels, exhale.

Plays.

Combinations.
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Fourth Grade—Third Term.

See preceding exercises. Add:
Marching in ohlique directions from flunk order, forw.. backw.—First method forming,
running.— First method forming, divided order, ilroin liank to front rank liy forming
alternately]., r.)

LIGHT GYMNASTICS.

Wand, Dumb-bell exercises, marching.—Pole exercises.—.Skipping exercises.

EPERCISES. FIELD EXERCISES.

Breathing exercise: deep breathing, run- Huuning exercil
ning on place.

Plays.

Fifth Grade—First Term.

See foregoing exercises. Add

:

Alignment with a given point of a rank.—Counting off from 1. to r., or r. to 1.—Forming
in flank ranks. Distancing in think ranks, forw., backw., a given number of steps.—
Wheeling ..I Hank ranks, linked order.—Transformation of a column of ranks in Hank
toa line in front.—Forming I., r., in front ranks, passing rear.— Distancing outward a
given number of steps.—Simultaneous change of places i pair-).—Single inarching in
squares (open order).

FREE GYMNASTICS.
See foregoing exercises. Add:
Arms: circling, forw., backw. ; raising upw. in pos.,sidew., forw. ; raising, in connection
with turning.—Trunk: bending in obi. directions.— Legs and Icet: alternate k -bend-
ing in half-stride pos. ; oblique stepping motions: inarching, rocking on tip-toes; hop-
ping on and from place; running, raising knees forw.

Breathing exercise-: straighten arm- upw., bending trunk backw., inhale.

Combinations.

Fifth Grade—Second Term.

See preceding exercises. Add:
Formation of a column of flank ranks from a flank line by angular marching of ranks.—
Marching forw.. backw., a given number of step- and wheeling of flank ranks.—Angu-
lar marching ol Hank rank- to lines, and counter-inarching of ranks in a line.- Instanc-
ing In a front rank by marching forw. 1., r., or from centre.—Forming 1., r„ in front
ranks, by passing front. -Forming in Hank rank-, to the rear, by passing 1„ r.—Form-
ing to open order in flank rank-, in front or rear, by passing 1.. r.— Repetition of form-
ations, first method, running.—Forming in connections with facings.

FREE AND LIGHT GYMNASTICS.

See preceding exercises. Add:
Swinging, burling, thrusting, throwing of sacks, balls. Antagonistics: pulling, pushing,
turning, twisting, twirling, wrenching 'hand apparatus!.— Dumb- bell ex.— < hange-slep,
schottisehe; step ex. in connection with ex.; three beat step; turn-trunk-step; turn-
step; fencing-step, close-step.

Breathing ex.: head backw., arms upw., inhale; lower forw. slowly, exhale.
Plays.

Combinations.

Double exercises, executed as consecution of
neously executed : simple and double movemen
both.)

Fifth 3rade—Third Term.

See preceding exercises. Add:
Forming in front, flank ranks, in connection with distancing.—Second method of form-
ing (obliquing).—Forming in front ranks, passing front and rear alternately. Same in
flank ranks, passing 1. and r. alternately, -Forming next first or last of flank ranks,
divided order (1. anil r. alternately, following, from flank to front rank).

of more tha
.lble exercises, simulta-

EXERCISES.

Sack-swinging, tossing, in open class order.
—Preparatory swimming ex.—Wand and
dumb-bell ex., marching.

Breathing ex.: inhale, marching on place
10-20 steps.

Plays.

FIELD EXERCISES.

Circuit-racing.—Long wand ex.
Antagonistics.
Games.
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Sixth Grade—First Term.

See foregoing exercises. Add

:

Counting off in conn, with stepping forw. to align.—Wheeling about 1. or r. Bank.— Form-
ing in front 1. or r., 1. or r. by obliquing.—Stepping forw., hackw., sld«w.. of even or
odd flies. -Funning forw.. backw., 1. or r., to open order, full distance, from a line in
front or Hank in close order, and closing. Counter-marching of ranks, tiles, in open
order (Skeleton drill).—Marching of two columns in opp. directions tcrossingi.—Marcb-

roff iks

FREE AND LIGHT <i VMNASTll'S

See foregoing exercises. Add:
Arms: circling, 1., r., forw.. backw., sidew., (mill!.—Dumb-bell ex.—Trunk: circling.-
Legs and feet: cross-stepping n ons; squatting pos.; marching, swing-step forw.
backw.; running on place in connection with facings.

Breathing ex. : Hands on chest and move arms sidew. slowly, inhaling.

Combinations.

Sixth Grade—Second Term.
See preceding exercises. Add

:

Wheeling about a front rank's centre.—Forming in rear 1.. r„ 1. or r. of last, by obliqu-
ing. Repeat lirst method forming in ranks, running.—Simple wheelings, running.—
Circling in files, ranks.

FREE AND LIGHT GYMNASTICS.
See preceding exercises. Add:
Measure-step, close-step, eross-close-step, knee-liend-step. backw. tlexing-step, isamein
conn, with leg extension! ; foot-rocking-step. trunk-rocking-step iforw , hackw., sidew.,
1. or r.i: marching, swinging leg- forw in semi-circle: balance-marching and hopping-
step; .-ehottisohe-stcp, walt/.-step, basque-step. Cross step running. crns-.tiopping
Step, cliange-hopping-step, ehange-t riple-step. etc.—Free ex. while marching, galop-
running. -Stooping pos as balance-movements.— Spiral, or maze marching, hopping.
running.

Breathing ex.: Arch arms overhead, bending hackw., and inhale.
Plays.

Combinations.

Double exercises, executed as consecution of movements: double exercises, executed
siniultaiicoush : si m pi id double movement exercise-, ot more than two motions— (1. r.,

both).

Sixth Grade—Third Term.

See preceding exercises. Add:
First method forming, marching from place. -Second method forming, running on
place.—Second method forming iobli.|iiing), divided order. -Marching sidew. ot front
ranks, r. angles.—Counter and serpentine circling. Counter-marching of flic-, facing
opp. directions.—From a front rank, alternate lorming— front, rear— to a flank rank
(divided order).

EXERCISES.

Running, marching, (one, two, or more),
under long swinging rope.

Tactic exercise-, with sung accompaniment.
Support exercises with long wands.
Iron dumb-bell exercises.
Breathing exercises: -ighing, hissing—ex-
haling.

Plays.

Seventh Gradi;

See foregoing exercises. Add:

FIELD EXl'.lii ISF.S

Throwing of balls, spears.—Hurdle running
(2' 6").—Hop, skip and jump.

Exercises with the heavy ropes (tug-of-

-First Term.

nk.—Forming by circling.—Forming in front of Hank ranks bv passing 1., i

Oblique marching of a hodv of ranks. Formation 1„ r.. in front ranks, opp. flank be-
ginning.—Formation in Hank ranks, last member beginning.

FREE AND LIGHT GYMNASTICS.
See foregoing exercises. Add

:

Arms: angular pos. sidew.. forw., circling of shoulders, hands on same; angular pos.
(arms bent) upw. forw., downw.—Wand exercises.—Trunk : bending in stridc-pos
forw., sidew.—Logs: oblique stride-pos. ; cross-stride i half) pos.—Feet: twirling I., r.,

from cross-step pos. forw. '4-4 turni.—Running, swinging legs sidew.: skipping on
place.

Breathing exercise: deep breathing.
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Combinations.

Simple and double exercises, alternately executed; Simple and double exercises, simulta-
neously executed; Double exercises, executed as consecution of movements; Double
exercises, simultaneously executed.

Seventh Grade—Seconp Term.

See preceding exercises. Add

:

Formation of a line (in flank) by successive stepping sidew. of ranks, in conn, with ex.—
Forming in Hank ranks from plan- to first place by passing in front.—Same by passing
rear; same 1„ r., in a front rank.—Forming 1„ r., in front ranks, passing front, opp.
flank beginning. Forming front or rear of Hank tanks, opp. leader beginning.—Chain
march; the loop; intertwining of two or more circles. Figure-marching icross. star.

' :in:

FREE AND LIGHT GYMNASTICS

See preceding exercises. Add

:

Group ex. with dumb-bells, clubs.—Antagonistic*, with and without apparatus.—Support
ex.; raising, balancing, carrying.—Close-step with thigh and leg llcxions and exten-
sions.—Ex. in prone-support, or prone pos. Free gymnastics, while marcliing.runuing.
—Ex. in hopping; doiible-change-stcp, simple change-hoppinu-stcp, douhle-cliungc-
hopping-step.- Honnding-stcp irunningi. Leg: circling. Hopping ex., under long
rope.

Breathing ex.: arch 1., then r., arm overhead, bending sidew. in opp. directions, in
haling.

Plays.
Combinations.

lltaneously executed; Simultaneously executed exercises of

Seventh Grade—Third Term.

See preceding exercises. Add

:

Different methods forming, marching from place.—Wheeling of front, flank ranks in
connection with marching sidew. iforw ., backw.i r. angle-.— Marching sidew., 1., r., of
front rank-, in connection with lacings— Forming in front ranks, passing front and
rear, alternately, opp. Hank beginning— Forming in Hank ranks, passing 1. and r.,

alternately, opp. leader beginning.- Figure-marching; star-wheel, fan; double chain;
double circling in triple groups.

EXERCISES.

Complicated group exercises.—Memory ex-
ercises.—Support ex. (group ex.1 with
short wands. -Club and dumb-bell ex.—
Similar, dissimilar group ex., with song
accompaniment.

Breathing ex.; deep breathing, whistle,
exhaling.

Plays.

FIELD EXKUCIHF.S

Exercise on the balancing beam and board
-Skipping as class ex., in connection

with facings.
Time-marching and running; track ex.—
Stick twirling, stick wrestling.—Support
ex. (pyramidal).

Hurdle running (3' i.-Throwing light jav-
elin.—Putting light stone.—Pole vaulting.

Games.

Eighth Grade—First Term.

ee preceding exercises. Add:
Combinations of wheeling and forming in front and flank ranks (first method). Com-
binations of forming, facings and wheelings. Combinations of forming, (second
method; obliquing . and wheeling. -Combinations of forming by circling and wheeling

"' -^uares, (r. angle).

FREE AND LIGHT GYMNASTICS-Complicated Exercises.

See foregoing exercises. Add:
Arms: slant-pos. ; diagonal pos., forw., sidew.; leaning pos.—Wand and Club ex.—
Trunk: bending in obi. directions in stridc-pos. forw.. sidew.—Legs: lunge in all
direction-; raise and turn 1.. r.: swinging in din", directions, hip-height, bending the
other knee; thrusting.-Running in double-quick time.—Skipping forw., baekw.,
sidew.

Breathing ex. ; in half-stride pos. forw. on tip-toe, swing arms upw., inhaling.

Combinations.

Simple and double exercises, simultaneously executed; Double exercises, exec, as
consecution of movements; Double exercises, simultaneously executed; Simultaneously
exec, exercises of more than two motions.
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Eighth Grade—Second Term.

See preceding exercises. Add:
Combinations of preceding order movements in connection with arm, leg ex.—Com-
binations of nil preceding order ex. in running iwheolings. lorniings, and facings).—
Forming in ranks h> evasion, forw.. backw., sidew.—Forming of the open obliuue in
front. Same in eounter-order. Same in Hank— Forming in ranks of a circle.—Form-
ing of ranks according to ihe order of forming in ranks.—Combinations, running.—
Figure-inarching.—Composition.

FREE AND LIGHT GYMNASTICS.

See preceding exercises. Add

:

Group ex. with wands—winding.—Support ex.—Antagonistic^.—Jumping, running.
with leg ex.— Dancing ex. igirlsi: swaying arms obliquely to one side, cross-stepping.
Ex. in double change-step, change hopping triple-step, schottische twirl.—Combina-
tion ex.—Hopping and jumping ex. with lot
tion.—The "Reigen."

Breathing ex.: deep breathing.
Plays.

Combinations.

long ropes (double. -(iymnastic Composi

Dumb-hell exercises.

Eighth Grade-Third Term.

See preceding exercises. Add :

Different methods lorming, running on and from place.—Marching sidew. of front or
flank ranks in different directions in connection with lacings, cross-stepping forw.,
backw. and alternate I \ running i.—Opening and closing ot a column trout or towards
agiven point.—Forming of ranks according to order of lorming m rank-.- Forming
of ranks in connection with forming in ranks.—Similar and dissimilar forming in
Oodles and i iks.

GYMNASIUM EXERCISES.

Exercises in leaning pos. forw., backw.,
sidew.—Ditto in stooping pos.—Compli-
cated ex. (group ex.t with and without
apparatus.— Staccato ex.— Co-operative
ex.—Group support ex.—Group ex. with
wands and dumb-bells. —Composition.

Breathing ex.: inhale,
tip-toe: exhale, stooping pos.

Plays.

:on

FIELD EXERCISES.

Track ex. with hand apparatus.—Class ex.
in running, .jumping high, broad, deep,
etc.).—Hop, step and jump. -Vaulting ex.
(balancing beam, bar).—Throwing, hurl-
ing and swinging (grip-balls).—Hurdle
running i3' ti"i.—Throwing the javelin.—
Putting the stone.—Pole vaulting.

Games: lawn tennis; foot ball; baseball;
mount ball.—Discus.

APPARATUS WORK.

(For Games and Plays see C C. Normal School :

PLAN OF WORK IN THEORY AND PRACTICE OF THE
KINDERGARTEN.

ional Training Class.

First Term.

vo-fold : First—To give teachers of all grades
iciples and methods.

Second—To select from these such as arc especially adapted to primary work and to
enable students to gain some skill in t lie use of such gifts and occupations as will develop
the child's spontaneity, and aid in the ail-sided growth of hand, head, heart.

In order to follow a progressive sequence it is necessary that each object presented

of self-expression and s

First Gift.

Material.
Movement.
Position.
Direction.
Form (sub-conseiousi.

ously colored fruits, dowers. The
"round balls which swing in the
air," etc. Wool, sheep and shepherd.
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i Geometry.
1. Conscious differoniiath >n of form.

I 2. Study of phi in--, edges ilincsi uiul angles.

|

3. Associated with various minerals—rock salt,

fluorspar, etc., with tree trunks, twigs, parts
I of human body, etc.

The First and Second Gifts are especially representative in their character.

I 1. Conscious separation into parts.
2. Relation of whole to parts.
3. Construction of new wholes.

I 4. Law of separation as a fundamental Condition

Tmwi, i'ipt tor growth observed in seeds, fruits, flowers.

Two-inch wooden cube, divided once
|

in each dimension.

Fourth Gift.

Development of social instincts. Development
of imagination. N. B.—From first to last the
Kindergarten aims to supply the elements I or
the growth of an imagination which is pure
and wholesome,

Stories and games presented w hich illustratethese
ideas.

1. Presents a form especially adapted for enclosing
space as the preceding gills , ,. mini space.

-r v, h,> hi„-j„ i ^„„„ „«>*; 2. Observation of unequal laces, adaptability for
Iwo-.nch cube- .divided once x ert -

eons, rud ion. oil, ring elementary lessons in
cally, and three times horizon-

| architecture, Injing of loundations. building
,a"J • of walls, roofs, arches, etc.

Fifth and Sixth Gifts.

Three-inch cubes variously divided.

Seventh Gift.

Otter enlarged concepts ol form, number, relation,
etc., anil demand increased skill in their man-
ipulation.

vith various crystalline forms.

i dimensions only.

Eighth and Ninth Gifts.

Sticks and ring's.

Outlined ligures laid and analyzed.
I Series of figures developed aud transformed by
[ additional sticks and rings.

THE OCCUPATIONS.

Parallel with the work with the gifts, there will be sequences of work with more
plastic materials bv which means the child may freely express, synthetically, those ideas

gamed thr, ugh the analysis of preceding objects. The material for these occupations is

« holly uu-iiggestiv. until the child s own creative power has been impressed upon it.

Thus 'the cla\. cutting and folding paper, painting, weaving, sewing, perforating, all oiler

a new and permanent embodiment of the ideas of the elementary attributes gained from
the preceding objects.

The occupations which will be most used during this term will be the

aud

The study of solids and life forms made from cardboard and paper.

Third Term.

Kindergarten games and songs adapted in i in sense development, as well as

development of the so ml instincts of the children of the Primary School.
Exercises for freedom of movement of entire body.
Exercises in singing.
Exercises in smrv telling.

Discussion of "music" for children.
Discussion of stories.
Discussion of growth of this Kindergarten Idea.
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SPECIAL TEACHERS.

Each special teacher lias lull charge and supervision ol

111:1111 ia I- in tin- subjects uu.ka Ins mi pci \ 1 -it in.

CRITIC TEACHERS.

Each critic teacher has charge of a grade or room in the Practice School, her duties
are: (li to teach and train 1 he pupils in her room ; l-'i to have full supervision of the pupil-
teachers while teaching L'mup< of 1m r grade; .J t.i in>i«n positions to pupil-teachers, to
choose group eudcis, section and di\ r-1011 lenders I recommend assistant teachers; if)

to a-sig., - i!.,e, is f, .r p|. 1
us ,,1 teach mir and appro \ c ,ir disapprove of them; lai to see

that.110 pupil is a- 1 lined t lie same siiliject twic-- nut il she has t aim lit all the subjects; i'i)

to thoroughly supervise the practice teaching during the practice hour; (7) to criticise per-
sonam each pupil-le.iclier under her suocrx isi.m ;

,.s, to assist in the order and govern-
incut of the whole school ;

i'.Ii to attend all the teachers' meetings.

TEACHERS' MEETINGS.

The regular Faculty Meeting occurs every Monday evening. 7::!" to 9:15, at the house
of the Principal. In this and other meetings :ln the work of the school is thoroughly dis-

1. Upon entering 1 he class, show v diplomas, eeia itlcale- and other credentials to
the vice-principal, u'ho will give you a ! .In 11 K to l.e carefully tilled out.

2. You will then I"' assigned to a grade for praci ice- teaching and also appointed as a
member ol one ol the working committees.

3. From the chairman and other members of the working committee you will get full

inf. . vi in lion in regard to your dm ies in the school.
4. The one rule of the school is " Everything to help and nothing to hinder." You

are recognized as a t.vir/cr with all the duties and responsibilities of a teacher. The
" housekeeping" ol the school, the care of rooms, books, apparatus and material, forms a
main feature in the training of teachers.

a. You arc expected to be prompt, punctual, always in your place when possible,
always ready for work; in fact, yon are expected to realize your ideal ol a teacher in your
work and conduct.

ti. Please never leave the school or be absent from a class or exercise without a

; than is possible for you to do and keep in an excel-
lent state of health.

8. Each month you nil] carefully pie;.an- a plan lor leaching; this plan must he
approved by tic critic-teacher in your grade and by the special-teacher before you are

the teachers who have taught you or observed your

It). The standpoints of personal criticism may be stated as follows; (<i) effort to work.
i'ii direction of work, is it economical? in economy ot time, uii courage an 1 persistence in
overcoming dilliciil tics, in love manifested for work, 1/1 motive of work, im skill in modes
ot expression, i/n practice teaching, id helpfulness, housekeeping, trustworthiness, (j)

progress. /.) intluei.ee. ill uualitv of work.
11. The purpose of the three divisions of the Professional Training ( lass is to put

each student into a community where he or she will do the most good. According to the
standpoints ot criticism a member of the third division may far excel in effort anyone in

the flr9t division.

RULES FOR THE LIBRARY.

The other books may be drawn on the regular library slips for such periods as th
librarian may stipulate.

liooks singly or in sets may be drawn In the regular grade teacher for room work.
TlitCHEHS VII E MA UK KESPI INS1BEE FOB Till: BOOKS IIH.AWN BY THEM.
Members of the P. T. Class are also held responsible for books drawn on their namr
Children's books may lie drawn by the grade pupils on library cards .5 cents eaehl fo

a period of one week, with the privilege of renewal for a second week.
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RULES FOR STUDENTS' HALL.
Breakfast from 7.00—8.00 A. M.
Luncheon from 13.90—1.15 P.M.
Dinner from 6.00—7.00 P. M.
Study Hours 7.15-9.30 P.M.
Office Hours of Manager

\ f'oolfsou
p' M

1. Be in dining-room promptly after ringing- of the bell. No meals served after
regular hours. Meals taken to rooms will be charged extra.

2. Board must be paid in advance to the manager on the flrst Monday of each month.
No reduction will he made for any fraction of a week, liv giving notice, when the house
is not crowded, the friends of students will be entertained at the rate of 81.00 per day.

3. Anyone burning gas after 10.30 P. M. will be charged 25 cents per week extra.
Students leaving their rooms, whether lor a long or short time, must extinguish the gas.

4. The laundry will be open for use of students from 5,3(1 A. M. to 5.30 P. M. on Satur-
days. Clothes tor- washing will not he received after 9.00 A. M., Tuesday. Visiting the
kitchen will not be permitted and all familiarity with servants must be avoided.

5. All waste paper, etc., must he deposited in the waste basket in the corridors. Do
not throw anything out of the windows. Combings, banana peelings, etc., must not be
throwu in slop buckets or the water closets.

6. Slop buckets must not be left in bath-rooms or halls. The washing of handkerchiefs
or articles of clothing in the bath rooms is absolutely forbidden.

7. Students must study iu their own rooms during study hours. After 7.15 absolute
quiet must be observed both in halls and rooms.

8. All complaints in regard to food, service, room or upon any subject whatever, must
be made directly to the manager during regular office hours and no oilier time. If the
matter is not satisfactorily adjusted by the manager, the complaint may he made to the
principal. Any gossip or discussion iu regard to complaints is strictly forbidden.

9. Each occupant of a room is responsible for its condition, and any damage to fur-
niture or carpets must be at once reported to the manager and paid for.

10. One general rule is sufficient for the members of Students' Hall. Every one is

expected to be a lady or gentleman in deportment and character; for any deviation from
this rule, anyone forfeits his or her right to remain in Students' Hall or in the school.

11. Young ladies who expect to go out for the evening must leave their names with
the manager, and state where and with whom they are going, and at what hour they will

return.
12. Students' Hall is for 1 1st) residents of the county who are members of the school

(2d) For other members of the school. i3di If the rooms are not all taken by members of
the school, the manager may take others, with the understanding that they must give up
their rooms if needed for students. Hoard tor ladies, if3.50 per week: foi gentlemen, $4.00

per week. Mrs. Florence ,J. Gardiner, Manager.
Approved:

Francis W. Parker, Principal.

RULES FOR HEATING AND VENTILATION.

1. The engineer will make a tour of the building at s.3(i A. M. and attend to all of the
registers. He will also make a second tour at 11.00 A. M. and a third at 2.00 P. M.

2. Tho officer of the day will have general supervision over the heating and ventila-
tion in the entire building.

3. Each lieutenant will have immediate supervision of the heating and ventilation
on the floor to which he or she is assigned.

4. The ventilation is effected by means of cold air ducts; the registers entering these
are in the sides of the rooms. These inn.il dttrai/s he l.e/it open. When the ventilation is

not sufficient by these means, open the windows a rery Utile at the top.

5. The heating is effected bv means of hot air through registers in the floors and
walls of the rooms and halls. If the temperature reaches 7.V the registers are to be
closed until (is

1

is reached and then they may be opened. If the temperature of any
room falls below ii.7"> when the hot air registers are open, the lieutenants must notify the
engineer and specify the room.

6. The engineer will make visits to the Boarding Hall at 9.00 and 11.00 A. M., and
at 2.3(1 nnri a.iwi P. M. Information r.-ganling the teniperat lire of the hall will be posted
at the foot of the stairs, east end of the buildiDg.

7 All teachers are respectfully requested to be very careful about
the heatim1 amu ventilation.
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ITEMS OF INFORMATION.

the Pro-
I'cxsiimnl

TraiiiitiB-

Class.

Prepara-
tioas for
Practice
Teae ti-

ng.

Prepara-
tion for
Though*.
Expres-

Graduates,
Students

Teachers
whowis1^
to Study

Elective or
Post-
Qraduate
Courses.

Teachers'
Certifi-
cates.

It is proposed In these "Items" to answer the questions often asked

in letters addressed to the Principal.

The year (forty weeks) is divided into three terms, as follows : The
Fall Term begins on the first Monday in September, and continues six-

teen weeks.

The Winter Term begins the tirst Monday after New Year's, and con-

tinues twelve weeks.

The Spring Term begins the first Monday after April 1st, and continues

twelve weeks.

Graduates^ of colleges, universities, other regular Normal Schools,

graduates of accredited high schools, full four years' course, teachers of

three years' successful experience, who hold first-grade certificates, are

admitted at any time to the Professional Training Class, on presentation of

the proper diplomas and other credentials.

The work of the Training Class is strictly professional ; it is adapted

to students and teachers of whatever grade, education or experience. The
hues of progress are so arranged that each student can do his best in inde-

pendent work in any direction.

There is no high school or academic work done in the school.

The professional subjects of study are psychology, pedagogics, history

of education, methods of teaching and the theory of the Kindergarten.

In direct preparation for practice teaching, the sciences, geography,

history, literature and mathematics (number and arithmetic, form and

geometry), are thoroughly reviewed.

The class have continual practice and training, in gesture, elocution,

vocal music, modeling (in sand, clay and putty, and chalk modeling in

geography), painting, drawing, speech, writing and physical culture

throughout the course.

Students and teachers who wish to specially prepare for professional

study before entering the school are referred to the manuals prepared for

the Training Class :
" How to Study Geography," " Nature Study," "Out-

lines of History," "Suggestions and Directions for Teaching Language,"

and " Exercises in Elocution."

No student is allowed to graduate until he or she has been a member
of the Training Class for one year or forty weeks ; this time need not be

continuous. Students are strongly advised to remain in the Professional

Training Class at least two years.

The standard for graduation is the ability to teach and govern a school

in Cook County.

Students are not permitted to take elective or post-graduate courses

until they have received diplomas of graduation. The Kindergarten

Training Class is a post-graduate course.

Each graduate receives at time of graduation a teacher's certificate,

valid for Cook County outside of the city of Chicago.
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The County Superintendent of Schools grants two grades of certificates,

first and second. The second grade certificate is given to all graduates.

First grade certificates will be issued to graduates as soon as they have

shown marked ability in teaching and managing schools in Cook County.

Although no promises of position are ever made to students, all grad- T
pJ,

c
(

h
fi

™
nR

nates have hitherto readily found good positions in Cook County or else- for Grad-

where.
uates -

No pledge to teach in Cook County is required of students, the grad- No Pledge

nates, however, with very few exceptions do teach in the county and city. theCounty

The Professional Training Class is free to bona-fide residents of Cook Required.

County, including the city of Chicago.

Non-residents pay seventy-five dollars ($75.00) tuition per year. The Expenses,

tuition is payable in advance at the beginning of each term : $3u.00 for Fall T
p^

on

Term, and $22.50 for Winter and Spring Terms respectively. Miss Mary Non-resi-

M. Weaver, treasurer, receives the tuition—office in library. The same
tuition is required for all post-graduate courses including the Kindergarten.

The money received for tuition is used to buy books for the library and Library,

for the purchase of apparatus.

The cost of one year's membership of the Professional Training Class co=tof one

to non-residents, may be estimated as follows :

year '

FOK WOMEN.
Board $3.50 per week, forty weeks $140 00

Tuition 75 00
Estimated cost of books, stationery and other nec-

essary incidentals 30 00

Total $245 00

FOR MEN.
Board $4.00 per week, forty weeks $100 00
Tuition 75 00
Estimated cost of books, stationery and other nec-

essary incidentals 30 00

Total $265 00

Students' Hall is a boarding house provided by the county for the students

school. The price of board, including room, heating and lighting, is $3.50

per week for ladies, $4.01 per week for gentlemen. The lady students are

expected to furnish sheets, pillow-cases, towels, napkins and white bed

spread.

All inquiries concerning board, and all requests and orders, must be The Man-

sent to Mrs. Florence J. Gardiner, Manager Students' Hall, Englewood, 111.
ager'

Persons who intend to board at the hall are requested to inform the

Manager in advance.

The Superintendent of Schools, Cook County, holds a Teachers' Insti- Institutes.

tute at the Normal School, during the week preceding the opening of the

school in September. The entire faculty teach in this institute.

This Institute is free tc all persons holding a teacher's certificate in

force in Cook County outside of Chicago; other persons pay a tuition of

$1.00.

During the month of September an Institute is held in connection with September

the Training Class, for teachers whose schools begin later than September
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Practice
School.

liounila-

lst. This Institute is free to all persons holding Cook County teachers'

certificates, and other persons, residents of the county, who are eligible to

the Training Class. Non-residents pay a tuition of $7.50 per month.

The Practiee School is a regular public school of the city of Chicago.

The Practice School sub-district lies between I lie middle of 65th SI. on

the north and the middle of 75th St. on the south; and between the Rock

Island and Eastern Illinois on the east and west. All pupils within these

boundaries are admitted to the Practice School free of tuition.

Whenever there is room in the Practice School, the City Superintendent

of Schools (office on 3d tloor of City Hall) will giant transfers to the

Normal School on personal application.

The Cook County Normal School is on 68th St. and Stewart Ave., seven

and one-half miles due south of the Palmer House. Norma] Park is in the

southern part of Englewood.
The stations of the Eastern Illinois and Rock Island railroads are in

Normal Park close to the school.

The Erie, Monon, Wabash, Chicago & Evansville, stop at station on

63d St., Englewood, five blocks north and three and one-half blocks west

of the school. The Rock Island, except snm ) through trains, stop at Nor-

mal Park ; all trains on this road stop at 62d St., Englewood. The Lake

Shore trains also stop at 62d St.; the Pittsburgh & Ft. Wayne at 63d St.

Upon arriving over other roads, persons must first go to a main station

in the city, and theu come to Normal Park upon the Eastern Illinois, Rock

Island or cable. By taking the State street cable and transferring at the

viaduct to the Auburn Park car. one can stop at 68th St., near the school.

All railroads sell commutation tickets on suburban trains. The East-

ern Illinois sells ten-trip tickets for 60 cts , and the Rock Island the same

for $1.10.

Check baggage to Normal Park or Englewood, if possible.
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TEXT-BOOKS AND LIBRARY.

The Library contains 12,000 volumes of very carefully selected books
for study. The books are for the free use of the pupils and teachers.

Text-Books for Training Class.

Members of the Training Class and Practice School are requested to
purchase books as designated below :

Training Class.

SCIENCE.
" Nature Study," a guide to the study and teaching of science.
" Colton's Zoology ;

" any good manual for dissecting will answer.
"Crosby's Tables," for the determination of minerals.
"Gray's Field, Forest and Garden Botany."
" Science Record Book for Daily Observation."
Set of Dissecting Instruments.

HISTORY.

"Outlines of History."

geography.
" How to Study Geography."

Practice School,

first grade.
" Harper's First Reader."

second grade.
"Harper's Second Reader."

third grade.
" Stickney's Third Reader."
"Robinson's Beginners' Arithmetic."

FOURTH GRADE.
" Harper's Third Reader."
"Robinson's Beginners' Arithmetic."
Dictionary (High School].
" Science Record."

FIFTH GRADE.
" Robinson's Beginners' Arithmetic."
Dictionary (High School).
"Science Record "

"Sheldon's American History."

SIXTH GRADE.
" Robinson's Arithmetic."
" Butler's Geography."
"Sheldon's American History."
Dictionary (High School).
"Science Record."

SEVENTH GRADE.
"Science Record."
"Butler's Geography."
" Robinson's Graded Lessons in Arithmetic."
" Fiske's American History."
Dictionary (High School).

EIGHTH GRADE.
" Butler's Geography."
"Robinson's Graded Lessons in Arithmetic."
"Fiske's History of the United States."
"Meikeljohn's Knglish Language."
Dictionary (High School).

"Science Record."










